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Dear Sir:

I enclose with this note a copy of a progress

report concerning the research work heing undertaken hy

the Institute of Pacific Relations. I should he glad to

have any criticisms or suggestions which you care to offer

concerning this report.

Very truly yours,

J. B. Condiiffe,
Research Secretary, INSTITUTE OF PACIFIC 
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thP SJ,. ï^1116 lts consideration by the Social Science Research Council 
the suggestion arose that the Institute of Economics at Washington,

i“viî® ^ofcasor W, J Hinton, of the University of HongKong, to 
f y,on 0 yts s^nff for a y ar in order to investigate the investment of 
attemnt ^P11^.1 ia Chj-nQ Qnd as a first approach to this investigation to 
cf ‘L.A analysis of the trade of HongKong. There has been a good deal 
micr ^ betWeen Moulton, Director of the Institute of Econo-
through Pr°fossor Hinton, but in the meantime this suggestion has fallen
M_ Rg ‘ ls Possible either that the suggestion may be revived or that 

. Hong Sling, a graduate student of Professor Hinton's, 
undertake the work for
to take up with Dr.

. mainland,

D.C.

may be asked to
This is one of the matters which I 

Moulton and Dr, Shotwell on my pending visit to the
Dr. Moulton. am

_ . . Ia the meantime the investigation of the investment of foreign
la china remains to be arranged either between the Chinese and 

American Councils or between the Chinese and British Councils.

REPORT ON RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

The General Secretary,
Institute of Pacific Relations, 
Honolulu, Hawaii.

Dear Sir:

in Juiv lop?" the tl0Se 0f 1216 Institute conference held at Honolulu=i=r£H5" ~letter was addressed to te! Lotwell in
Institute tith th ™ï °î ths sternatlonal Research Committee of the 
o ; T that he should present the projects outlined

Aurust S? ”0e fseeroh Coun=ll at Its meeting at Hanover during
August. The subsequent progress of these projects has been reported by 
Dr, Shotwell in the minutes of the American Research Committee dated Y
prs^'p^lt1!!27',1??865 23-31) Md Februarï 25'
present position of these projects may be summarised as follows:

1* The Export of Capital from the United

™ + +™s Pr°ject grew out of a larger plan for the study of inter-
.ional transferences of capital as they affect the Pacific

Co^ittee ?nrr?Gtiral Pr°jeCt WQS deferred by the conference Research 
“r6 ^or.fu^her consideration but a definite detailed project for

Social ScifLeY Unyt6d Status was P^aented by Dr. Shotwell to the 
conside?aiion%nnSear Co^cil‘ Thi® Council has had the subject under 
of ? v,80™' months Qnd hQS recently appointed a sub-committee
the t0 reshape the project. This sub-committee was to report to
2nd Of Anri? °™ndt*ee on International Relations at its meeting on the 

U ï V have as yet had no information concerning its 
s. As far as the United States is concerned the

way.

and deci-
your

The

States.

area. The

recom- 
project is under

• 
0
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(c) I understand that you discussed the matter of foreign investments 
in China with the British Group, and that Professor T. E. Gregory of the 
University of London, is willing to cooperate by preparing a preliminary 
paper for the next conference, concerning the investment of foreign capital 
in China. This would deal with the sources and methods of such investment 
and prepare the way for a fuller study in collaboration with the Chinese 
Council.

(d) While I was in Japan I raised the matter with Mr. Inouye and the
Mr. Inouye is himself one of the leading author- 

It was his opinion that the information is readily 
accessible in Japan and could be made available. The initiative therefore 
rests with the Japanese Research Committee.

Japanese Research Committee, 
ities in this field.

(e) I have had some correspondence also with Mr. R. H. Coats, the 
Dominion Statistician of Canada. The matter was brought to the attention of 
Mr. Coats by Mr. Henry T. Ross, Secretary of the Canadian Bankers’ Association, 
who was a member of the Canadian group at our conference. From Mr. Coats’ 
letters to me I understand that there is a considerable amount of information 
available in Canada which might readily be used. (See Appendix "A”)

(f) I propose to take up this project also with the Australian and New 
Zealand Councils and shall be prepared to discuss a definite project to be 
undertaken in these two countries which, for this purpose, may be treated to
gether. I am familiar with the information available in New Zealand and am 
confident that at least a preliminary study could be made before the next con
ference if funds were available.

I am regarding it as one of the main objects of my visit to the 
United States to try to bring the various projects mentioned above into 
practical fora. After consultation with the committee of experts appointed 
by the Social Science Research Council in America, it should be possible to 
devise lines of investigation which can with proper modification be carried 
out in each of the countries concerned. I shall then take up with the 
British, Canadian, Japanese, Chinese and Australian and New Zealand groups 
the question of getting the investigation made in their countries.

2. Land Utilisation in Eastern Asia, etc.

This project was referred back to the Research Committee of the 
Institute by the Social Science Research Council for elaboration. Dr. O.E. 
Baker, Economic Analyst of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, who initiated 
the project at the conference, was asked by Dr. Shotwell to undertake this 
elaboration. His revised scheme appears in the minutes of the American Re
search Committee, pages 37-41.

As a result of my visit to China and Japan I submitted also a request 
from the University of Nanking for assistance in undertaking such a project in 
China. This request is attached to this report as Appendix "B".

I am expecting to discuss both of these suggestions with Dr. Shot- 
well and Dr. Baker and to reach some decision concerning them within the next 
few weeks.
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At the request of the Japanese Research Committee I recommended 
to you that a grant of $3,250.00 for each of the two years, 1928-29, should 
be made to Professor S. Nasu, of the College of Agriculture, Tokyo Imnerial 
University, for undertaking a preliminary study along these lines in Japan. 
The authorisation of this grant was, I understand, cabled by you to the 
Japanese Council on April 18, 1928.

The Trend of Population in Eastern Asia, etc.3.

This project is still under consideration by the Council's Advisory 
Committee on Population under the presidency of Professor Wilcox. Dr. Shot- 
well has been informed by the Social Science Research Council that funds have 
been made available for preliminary investigations of this project.

The Trend of Consumption of Agricultural Products in Eastern4.
Asia.

„ , _ This project was approved and placed under the direction of the
oo Research Institute of Leland Stanford University. A sum of $7 500.00 

was provided for the first year’s work. Dr. Alsberg, Director of the Food 
Research Institute, has asked for suggestions from the Chinese and Japanese 
Research Councils concerning investigators in those countries who might be 
employed in the project. I have submitted the names of possible nominees
o Dr. Alsberg and hope to discuss the matter with him as I pass through Palo 

Alto on my way to New York. ^

5.. Economic and Social Effects of the Development ofTropics as Sources of Vegetable OilsI ' ---------- -------- the Pacific

»:',=SHTr -1risers.
6.p , P?nd °f Pacific Agriculture from Subsistence Farming tocash Crop Farming. ---—------------- -- -------

Food H==aar=iSInI^Sleat ^ PlaCea *h°
was provided for the first 
in regard to it

direction of the
Stanford University. A sum of $7,500.00 

year's work. Dr. Alsberg has taken the same steps 
as in regard to project No. 4 above.

7* Village Handicraft Industries in Two Village Areas of North
China.

, TIus Pr°ject was originally suggested by Dr. Paul Monroe, Director
, % *7tirnational Institute of Columbia University, New York, and a memberf° 0 the_governing body of the China Foundation, Peking. No action was 
a en upon it by the Social Science Research Council. Dr. Monroe's original 
suggestion was that the investigation should be undertaken through the 
bocml oeionco Research Department of the China Foundation. I discussed the 
îuea «ith Dr. Y. T. Tsur, Director of the China Foundation, and Mr. L. K. Tao 
ecretary °f the Social Science Research Department, and also with Professors’ 
*. * of Yenching, Chen Ta, of Tsinghua, and Franklin L. Ho, of Nankai
mversity, all of whom have done some work in the field. The Social

-3-



Research Department of the Foundation is at present at a critical stage, 
and Mr. Tao is leaving in March to take up another appointment, 
no recommendations to make in the meantime.

I am, however, attaching to this report a letter from Professor 
Ho asking for the support of the Institute in an application for assist
ance which he is making to the Commonwealth Fund. I recommend that you 
should send an official letter to the Commonwealth Fund supporting this 
request and intimating that I shall be in Mew York shortly and will be 
glad to add any information that I cai give the Fund concerning Professor 
Ho’s work, which seems to be on very sound lines and worthy of the support 
for which he asks. (See Appendix C).

I have

8. The Pacific as a Geographical Entity.

No action was taken by the Social Science Research Council upon 
this project. The American Research Committee, however, at its meeting 
November 14th, (page 27), decided to negotiate with Professor Hears for 
a smaller study of foreign and domestic shipping in the Pacific. The 
project as it stands at present consists of a study of shipping from the 
Pacific coast ports of North America. The American Council has invited 
the cooperation of the Canadian Institute of International Affairs in 
this project.

Professor Hinton has also brought to my notice' a thesis written 
on Pacific shipping by Mr. Hong Sling of the University of Hong-Kong.
This thesis received favourable comment from the external examiner, 
Professor Dudley Stamp of the University of London and Mr. Hong Sling is 
now revising and reducing it with a view to publication.

9. Sociological Study of a Typical Chinese City of the Interior.

This project was asked for by sociologists who attended the 
conference. As a result of my visit to China, however, I believe that the 
project should be stated rather as a "Survey of a Typical Rural Area" 
such as a hsien with its central town, smaller market town and surrounding 
villages. This is the real unit of organisation in China. Such a survey 
is being made in Ting Hsien near Paotingfu in Chihli by the workers in 
the Mass Education Movement. It is under the general direction of Mr.
Y. C. J. Chen and the field direction of Dr. Feng Rui. Dr. Feng is a 
graduate of Nanking, a Ph.D. of Cornell and has worked also in the Inter
national Institute of Agriculture at Rome. The results of the survey are 
being sent for analysis and description to Mr. Sidney Gamble in New York. 
Mr. Gamble is the author of "Peking, a Social Survey". From conversations 
I had with Dr. Feng I believe that he is collecting very valuable material 
and I recommend therefore that we should await the results of this survey 
and be ready, if needed, to cooperate with it, rather than begin a new 
project.

10. The Government of Shanghai Municipal Areas.

This project as developed at the conference consisted of a his
torical and descriptive treatment of the governmental problems presented 
by the six municipalities at Shanghai, 
of the Chinese Council that he has arranged for Mr. C. L. Hsia to prepare 
such a monograph for the next conference. Mr. Hsia is the author of 
"Studies in Chinese Diplomatic History".

I am now informed by the secretary

-4-



The conference research committee left the following 
projects in my hands for further investigation.

1• Investigation of the Navigation Problem on the Upper Yangtze

II.

River.

I recommend that this be left in the hands of the China Council for consideration as the next conference approaches.

2. Comparative Sociological Studies of Shanghai and Osaka.
I discussed this suggestion with the Chinese and Japanese coun- 

In the case of Shanghai no sociological investigation is possiblecils.
until certain statistical and economic information is available. Mr.
D. K. Lieu, chief of the Investigation Department of the Chinese Govern
ment Bureau of Economic Information, is prepared to take up such a 
statistical investigation if financial assistance could be arranged. The 
detailed project which Mr. Lieu has drawn up is attached to this report 
as Appendix "D". I recommend that it be forwarded to Dr. Shotwell for 
executive action.

3. The Economic Position of Japan.

The suggestion has been made that the Institute of Economics 
at Washington, D.C. should be asked to include a study of Japan in its 
well-known series of studies of international trade and finance. I took 
this matter up with the Japanese Council and at their request conveyed a 
definite invitation to Dr. Moulton to undertake such a study. I hope to 
discuss methods of cooperation between Dr. Moulton and the Japanese 
Research Committee of the Institute during my forthcoming visit to 
Washington.

4. Distribution of the Trade of HongKong.

This was remitted to me for consultation with Professor Hinton, 
who has now arranged for such a study to be made by Mr. Hong Sling as a 
piece of post graduate work, under the direction of Professor Hinton at 
the University of HongKong.

5. The Extent of Foreign Investment in China.
This is dealt with in paragraph I - 1 - C above.

6. The Economic and Political Position in Manchuria.
I understand that by cable on April 18 you confirmed the follow

ing tentative arrangements, which I had discussed with the Japanese and 
Chinese Councils.

(a) Professor Shushi Hsu, of the Yenching University, to be granted 
$500.00 in each of the years 1928 and 1929, to enabxe him to visit various 
centres such as Harbin, Mukden, Dairen and Urga in. his 1928 vacation, and 
Japan in his 1929 vacation, in order to prepare a study of the recent 
diplomatic situation of Manchuria and Mongolia. Dr. Hsu is the author of 
"China and Her Political Entity" and will continue and extend this study, 
using Chinese, Japanese and Russian documents.

-5-
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(b) Dr. Chang Po-Ling, president of Nankai University, Tientsin, to 
be granted $2000 in each of the years 1928 and 1929, for the appointment 
of a research professor who will act with the Nankai Committee on Manchu
rian studies in order to prepare material concerning the sociological and 
economic aspects of the Manchurian problem, with special reference to the 
immigration which has increased sc rapidly in the last year or two.
Chang intends to offer the position to Mr. James Yu, Sc.D. (New York), 
Ph.D. Columbia, author "The Economic Geography of Manchuria".

(c) A sum of $500 to be placed at the disposal of the Chinese 
National Council for the translation of documents necessary for these 
studies.

Dr.

(d) The Japanese Council to be informed that a sum of $500 in each 
of the years 1928 and 1929 is available to meet the expenses of Professor 
Royama if he is available to make a study of the diplomatic situation 
parallel with that of Professor Hsu.

The Japanese Council is also considering the collection and 
preparation of material relating to economic developments in Manchuria.

In addition to these decisions already taken I am recommending 
the preparation of a data paper by Professor C. Walter Young, of.Minnesota, 
who is at present pursuing his studies at Leyden University. This 
recommendation is included in the memorandum on data papers which should 
be road with this research report.

7. During the conference, Professor Hinton forwarded a letter 
to Dr. Shotwell dealing with the possibilities of student and teacher 
interchange between various universities interested in Pacific questions. 
Dr. Shotwell and Professor Hinton have been handling this suggestion wi i 
the result that the Harvard-Yenching Institute is making a survey of 
institutions dealing with Chinese studies in Europe, America and China.

Sociological Study of the Maoris cf New Zealand.

I have been in correspondence with Dr. D. B. Copland, the 
representative in Australia and New Zealand, of the Laura Spelman Rocke
feller Memorial, concerning the possibility of recommending Mr. F. M. 
Keesing, M.A. for a fellowship in order to undertake further study of 
this subject. In the meantime the Maori Purposes Fund has decided to 
publish Mr. Keesing*s thesis on "The Changing Maori". This step has been 
taken on the recommendation of Sir Apirana Ngata, the leading Maori scholar 
and statesman in New Zealand.

9. Amateur Radio as a means of International Communication.

8.

I submitted this project to Dr. Shotwell in the hope that advan
tage might be taken of the presence of Mr. J. E. Strachan, M.A., B.Sc. m 
the United States, but owing to the change in Mr. Strachan*s plans it was

I am making a recommendationnot possible to have the subject discussed, 
on this point in my accompanying memorandum on data papers.

-6-
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III. During my visit to Japan and China I discusstid research 
projects that might be undertaken in those countries, leaving the national 
councils to formulate definite projects and recommend ways of carrying them 
out. In addition to projects already mentioned the following definite 
recommendations have come forward which I would ask you to pass on to Dr. 
Shotwe11 for executive action where needed.

1. The University of Nanking through the Chinese Council asks 
for a grant of $1800 in order to publish the statistical results of a 
detailed survey of 2866 farms in different parts of China. The details of 
this project are elaborated in Appendix "E".

The Chinese Council has also been authorized by your cable to 
request the University of Nanking to employ statistical calculators at a 
cost not exceeding $500 in order to make seme recalculations which I 
suggested. Both this sum and the cost of publication are legitimate charges 
upon the Land Utilisation Project which is being presented to the Social 
Science Research Council. I recommend therefore that Dr. Shctwell be asked 
to obtain the sum of $2300, ($1800 of which is needed for publishing this 
study, the remaining $500 to reimburse your fund from which you advanced 
the sum of $500 necessary for recalculating the data.)

2. I attach as Appendix "F" a letter from the University of 
Nanking regarding fellowships for certain junior lecturers in the College 
of Agriculture and Forestry of that University. I recommend that this 
letter be forwarded to Dr. Shotwell with your favourable recommendation.

I attach Appendix ”G", a request from Professor George B. 
Cressey, of Shanghai College, for the sum of $1600 to continue investiga
tions during 1928 and 1929 on the geography of China. I have the prelimi
nary mimeographed copy of a bock entitled "The Geography of China" which 
I propose to hand to Dr. Shotwell in support of this application.
Professor Cressey needs the services of draftsmen for map making and of 
a secretary stenographer for a few months and also a an all sum for traveling 
expenses. There is no adequate scientific treatment of this subject and 
Professor Cressey has been collecting material for many years. I recommend 
that Dr. Shotwell be asked to obtain the required sum to enable this pro
ject to be carried out.

3.

4. The Chinese Council has forwarded a project for the eugenic 
study of population in China in connection with Shanghai College, Appendix
"H".
Dartmouth College and has also worked for rather more than a year in the 
Eugenics Record Office, Long Island, under Dr. C. B. Davenport and for a 
year in Columbia University under Drs. Morgan and Wilson. I consider that 
the study of the qualitative aspects of the population problem in China 
should proceed along with the study of the quantitative problem, but I do 
not feel competent to do more than recommend that this project as forwarded 
from the China Council, should be investigated by Dr. Shotwell and myself 
in consultation with experts such as Dr. Davenport and Professor Ellsworth 
Huntington, of Yale University.

5. You have already by cable authorized the grant of $1000 in 
each of the years 1928 and 1929 to Professor W. J. Hinton, of the University 
of HongKong, for a preliminary investigation of the immigration and economic 
expansion from South China in the region from Indo-China through the Straits

Mr. Pan is a A.B. ofThe investigator proposed is Mr. Quentin Pan.

-7-
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Settlements to Java. Professor Hinton is collecting documentary material 
this summer at London, Paris and The Hague, and will make a journey through 
the region to be studied in his nejct vacation. He will prepare a data paper 
on the subject for the next conference.

6. You have already authorized by cable the grant of $600 
requested by the Australian Council in order to facilitate publication of 
a symposium upon various aspects of the population problem in Australia.

■ 7. The China Council has recently published a translation of 
"San Min Chu I: The Three Principles of the People", by Dr. Sun Yat Sen. 
This volume has been translated by Mr. F. W. Price of Hangchow College and 
edited with an introduction by Mr. L. T. Chen, secretary of the China 
Council. It has been published by the China Council through the Commercial 
Press of Shanghai and several thousand copies hove already been sold.

-
.
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IT. Shortly after the conference last year President Wilbur, 
acting as chairman of the Pacific Council, appointed Dr. J. T. Shotwell, 
of Columbia University, chairman of the International Research Committee 
of the Institute. Other members of this committee have since been appointed 
as follows : Japan: Dr. Inazo Nitobe, (Imperial University, Tokyo);
China: Mr. D. K. Lieu, (Chinese Government Bureau of Economic Information); 
Canada: Professor Norman Mackenzie, (University of Toronto). Nominations 
from the other National Councils have yet to be made. I take it that 
this matter of organisation and also the summoning of the Committee to 
meet either before or at the same time as the next general conference is 
in your hands.

Research Committees have been organised and are actively at work 
under the general direction of the National Councils in Australia, Japan 
and the United States. In China the National Council has not organised 
a separate research committee but has added several academic experts to 
its executive committee. In addition to the projects already mentioned 
I know of the following projects which are under consideration in China.

(1) A request for assistance in establishing a research library in

SB Shanghai

■-r.: (2) The Marketing of Agricultural Products.

E, (3) Industrial Welfare in modern Chinese factories.

(4) Russian influence in China since the Soviet Revolution.

(5) A philological study of Chinese written characters.

The Japanese research committee also has several projects under 
consideration but at the date of writing I have not received any definite 
report concerning them.
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___________________________________________________________________________

V. The research work of such a body as the Institute of Pacific 
Relations can only get under way slowly and it is difficult within a brief 
period to do more than point to contacts made and suggestions which are 
in process of development. The above report will indicate the policy which 
is being adopted in harmony with the constitution and policies laid down

The main elements in that policy as far as researchby the Pacific Council, 
is concerned are that initiative must come in every case through the 
National Council concernod and that both the central staff and the National 
Councils shall work through other bodies rather than attempt to build up 
a large programme of research activities within the Institute itself. 
Institute, therefore, both in its central activities and through its 
National Councils, acts mainly in a liaison capacity. Its limited funds 
do not permit of any other process than the endeavour to make connections 
and facilitate cooperation, finnacial and other, between those who are 
interested in Pacific problems.
be a general stimulation of research into those problems rather than the 
publication of works which can be directly published by and credited to 
the Institute of Pacific Relations.

The

The ultimate result of its efforts will

J. B. Condliffc
Research Secretary

■HH



• ?eneral starting point has been the examination of the ’’in
visible items of the trade balance, of which capital imports and ex
ports are among the most important. It would be difficult to describe 
in a letter just v/hat we have in hand, but I hope we may be able be
fore the end of the year to give a general summary of results that 
will prove interesting. It will cover the post-war period, but 
particularly the last five years.

more

ihe importance of the subject and the necessity for obtaining 
accurate information regarding it is, in my opinion, in nowise exag
gerated by Dr. Condiiffe. He is also, I think, right in considering 
Chat a study of this kind must be on an almost world—wide basis to be 
successful. In other words, certain features of significance, say, 
to Canada can best be ascertained by investigations made in the United 
States, and vice versa.

The subject of capital importations is of particular importance 
to Canada in view of the ’’newness" of generally undeveloped character 
of the country. Any considerable import of capital is at once felt 
over a wide area and throughout the ramifications of our economic 
and business life. The great boom of 1904-12 was simply the outcome 
of an importation of about $3 billions of capital, which in turn was 
the parent scores of phenomena attributed at the time to many causes 
other than the true one. At the present moment there would seem 
liôtle doubt that a good deal of the improved tone in Canadian busi
ness is due to the resumption of capital importations. Significantly 
cur so-called "favourable" trade balance has decreased by nearly 
v2°0 millions, which in my humble judgment is a very promising sign 
for good times ahead - if the decrease will only continue.

APPHHDIX A.

D0I.II1.II01Ï BUREAU 0? STATISTICS

Ottawa, Sept. 27, 1927.

Henry T. Ross, Esq. X. C., 
Secretary,
The Canadian Bankers’ Association, 
Montreal.

Dear Ur. Ross:
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_______________________________________________________________ ____

Coate to Boss 5-27-27

Under the heading of method Dr. Condliffe does not give details 
as to lines along v/hich the study he suggests is to proceed, hut I 
imagine they will he much the same as we have mapped out here in the 
bureau. In brief, we are taking up each one of the invisible items 
directly, exhausting all avenp.es of approach. We then turn to the 
trade figures and correct or modify our estimates accordingly. As 
above said, the capital item is one of the most important and elusive 
to trace, but we have had a good many discussions with the larger 
bond and investment houses, including a "round table" conference a 
couple of months ago in Toronto, at v/hich Mr. Walker, whom perhaps 
you know, was present from the Bank of Commerce. I v/ould like very 
much to have a talk with you on the subject, and perhaps may be able 
to see you some day in Montreal.

Meanwhile, I should be greatly interested to hear any further 
news you may receive of Dr. Condliffe’s suggestion, and if I can be 
of assistance in any way, please call on me.

Very sincerely yours,

(S) R. H. Coats 
Dominion Statistician.



____________________

APPENDIX B
US: THE UNIVERSITY OF NANKING

Nanking, China

i:

February 9, 1928

Mr. L. T. Chen, Executive Secretary,
Chinese Committee, Institute of Pacific Relatione, 
20 Museum Road,
Shanghai.

Dear Mr. Chen:

I take pleasure in submitting herewith for the consideration 
and action of your Committee a research project on Land Utilization 
iniChina, to carry out which we greatly need and desire the full 
coopecation and financial assistance of the Institute of Pacific 
Relations. The project will be carried out under the general direc
tion of the College of Agriculture and Forestry through its Depart
ment of Agricultural Economics, Farm Management, and Rural Sociology, 
already well known for its studies of rural problems in China.

Along with the main project, please find also the following
exhibits:

Exhibit A. A general statement of the University of Nanking.

A statement relating to the Department of Agricultural 
Economics, Farm Management, and Rural Sociology.

Information concerning experts requested from abroad to 
assist in carrying out the project.

Trusting that the project may receive your favourable recommenda
tion, and assuring you of our desire to cooperate in every way possible 
in the purposes of your Institute, I am,

Exhibit B.

Exhibit C.

Yours very sincerely,

(Signed) Y. G. Chen 
President.

|
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Title:
Date:
Definition

Land Utilization in China 
February 1, 1928

This study consists of (1) a main project pertaining 
to the general aspects of land utilization and of (2) a sub* 
project on problems of population. The sub-project contributes 
to a fuller understanding of the main project in that it 
provides data on growth, density, and migration of population. 
In general terms the project may be defined as follows:

1. The agricultural aspect: this includes the extent, 
character, and productiveness of arable and non-arable land; 
character and amount of irrigation and drainage and its pos
sible extended use; crop areas; forest and fuel areas; gra
zing areas; size of farms; land tenure ; arrangement of fields 
(strip system), and also the present and prospective food, 
fiber, fuel, and forest-products requirements.

2. The geographic aspect; this consists chiefly of in
formation upon climatic conditions : topography and soil 
ditions which influence utilization of arable and non-arable 
land; and the location of land with reference to markets for 
its products.

3. The demographic aspect: this involves studies of the 
trend, density, migration, and distribution of population.

4. The social aspect, as shown in standards of living 
and in the economic use of the land and its products, 
especially food.

of topic :

con-

Purpose and 
need of the 
investigation: 1. To provide increased knowledge of agricultural re

sources of representative regions in China, which have dif
ferent geographic conditions.

2. To provide training for men who will be competent to 
pursue similar studies.

3. To provide preliminary information which will aid 
greatly in the successful conduct of China’s part in the World 
Agricultural Census in 1930-31 in cooperation with the Inter
national Institute of Agriculture at Rome. An inventory of 
China’s agricultural resources is recognized as one of the 
first steps in an understanding of the nature and character of 
her agricultural industry. A farm to farm canvass in 1930- 
31 will undoubtedly be impossible, but it is probable that re
liable estimates by the sampling method will be feasible. The 
initial work suggested in this project will indicate the prob- 
lems involved and ways of obtaining the information, 
mese agriculture will raise China’s prestige among other 
nations now having more complete data. At present China is 
omitted in reports of agricultural statistics for various 
countries.

Statis4icsom

4. To provide information which will show the relation
ship between kinds of land utilization, and population density 
and standards of living.

5. To provide information which will be of value in 
determining more efficient methods of utilization of present 
food products.

-1-



6. To indicate how land might he utilized to produce 
a larger amount of products necessary for a higher standard 
of living.

7. To supply further population data which would he of 
use in settling the controversial positions now taken in re
gard to population growth in China.

Relation to
purpose of the Institute: A knowledge of methods of land utilization 

for representative regions is essential to an understanding 
of the character of China’s agricultural problems in relation 
to such international questions as population growth and food 
supply. Such information will not only lead to a better 
realization of the technical agricultural problems of the 
country, but should reveal methods of increasing the efficien
cy of agriculture in China and in other countries bordering 
the Pacific. The data pertaining to population problems 
should promote better understanding by bringing facts to bear 
upon the controversial questions of the rate of growth of pop
ulation and that of the relation between density of population 
and Mundn well-being.

Method; Two methods will be employed in the collection 
of the desired data.
I• Compilation of existing information

All information of worth which exists in pub
lished or unpublished form will be collected and compiled with 
the purpose of preventing duplication of effort in this project 
and of making available in a single study all information per
taining to land utilization.
II. Field Studies

The field studies will be limited to 
tative farming areas in the natural regions of China, 
one to ten typical types of farming areas will be chosen in 
each region. Units within the farming areas, like the hsien, 
the township, the village, the farm and the farm family, will 
be used to facilitate obtaining the required data. The 
natural region has been chosen because it is the most logical 
basis for any land utilization study.
are used as the chief unit because they are a refledtion of 
geographical factors.

represen-
From

Typical farming areas

It is planned that all existing information 
which might be of aid in field investigations be compiled pre
vious to the main field studies. This can be done at the same 
time that preliminary field investigations are being made in 
several farming areas in one natural region for the purpose of 
testing out schedules, methods, and personnel. It is desired 
that Dr. Baker be present for this preliminary work and that if 
bis time must be limited to one year that it be divided into 
two periods of six months each, the first to be spent in China 
at the beginning of the investigation, and the second at the 
end of the investigation, to take part in interpreting the 
data and in writing up the results of the study, 
suggested in this project are tentative and subject to change 
as experience is gained in the progress of the work and as the 
knowledge of additional experts is brought to bear upon the 
problems in hand.

The methods
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i
The study is limited to the sampling survey 

method and to the most important farming areas for the follow- 
reasonsi
(1) Our past experience has shown that the most accurate and 
extensive data can be obtained from localities where we al
ready have special contacts through our own faculty members 
and students or through Christian churches, friends, 
ganizations.
and it has proved very successful. 
field information for all districts for the whole country is 
unwise at the present time because

(a) The number of persons in China with any training in 
this type of work is too few.

(b) The financial outlay would be too great to incur before 
established methods of procedure can be worked out by 
of a preliminary study.

(c) It seems better to plan for it in connection with the 
World Agricultural Census in 1930-31. 
most countries has been already obtained by the International 
Institute of Agriculture at Rome and China's prestige will be 
greatly strengthened if she can send in reliable statistics 
even if they are only very careful estimates based upon a 
sample survey method.

(d) At the present time unsettled conditions make it diffi
cult to be certain of obtaining data from all districts of 
the country.

(e) The sampling method will reveal the chief kinds of land 
utilization in different parts of the country.
A. Units of study — The farming area

1. Main project.
Eighty to one hundred farming areas will be chosen from 

the major natural regions.
of these areas as a unit will be collected from observations 
of the investigator and frcm individuals who have a wide 
knowledge of local conditions, such as, township or village 
heads.

■
:Y

f
ior or-

We have used this method in our past studies
(2) The obtaining of

mi means

The cooperation of

The information obtained from each

Information from these persons will be largely of a 
qualitative nature but will also contain quantitative estimates.

Experience has taught us that for certain types of information 
such estimates are very useful when properly verified by esti
mâtes of several individuals or by actual quantitative data.
The extent to which either qualitative data from individuals 
knowing local conditions, or quantitative data from individual 
farms, or both, to.- be used will be determined by conditions 
as found in the various localities. It may be that both methods 
will be used in all areas studied, but that each method will 
be largely confined to certain types of information.

|a) Information collected by the investigator's observations. 
This includes (l) topography, (2) soil conditions, (3) geologi- 
cal formation of bed rock, and (4) other important general de
scriptive information about the region which can only be ob
tained by personal observation.

Information collected by interview with experienced in- 
hp^huals of several villages or townships in the farming area, 
or by quantitative data from twenty-five or more farms in each 
farming area, cr both.______________ This includes information on the agri-
cul ural aspect pertaining to (l) areas devoted to each crop

-3-
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___________________ ______________

during the past year and trends, (2) cropping systems, (3) the 
average yield of each crop over a ten-year period, (4) the 
highest yield ever obtained, (5) the trend in yields, (6) prices 
of crops and trend, (7) utilization of crops and their by-pro
ducts, (8) character and amount of irrigation and drainage, (9) 
size of farm, (10) size of family, (11) area of the farm owned, 
(12) area of the farm rented from others, (13) renting systems 
and landlord-tenant relations, (14) number of non-contiguous 
pieces of land in the farm, (15) amount and source of other net 
income than that received from the farm business, (16) value of 
the land per unit, and (17) relation of fertilizing practices 
to land utilization.

For the social aspect it will include data pertaining to
(1) quantity and value of each kind of food consumed annually,
(2) forms in which the food is eaten, (3) quantities and values 
of each kind of fuel consumed, (4) quality and values of all 
expenditures for clothing, (5) cost of maintenance of health,
(6) cost and kinds of recreation, (7) cost and amount of educa
tion, (8) amount and kind of savings, (9) living conditions in 
reference to type of house and furniture, (10) sanitary condi
tions, (11) amount or proportion of food eaten during periods 
of heavy work and periods of leisure, (12) amount and distribu
tion of farm capital investment among different items, (13) areas 
and production for each kind of crop, (14) the value and amount 
of each product sold, used by the family or used for seed or 
feed, (15) farm expenses, (16) credit.

Units of study - The hsien (county)
Main Project.
The hsiens in which farming areas are selected for 

study will be used as units for procuring the following types 
of information:
land, (2) total uncultivated area for different classes of land,
(3) the amount of uncultivated land devoted to various purposes,
(4) the amount of uncultivated land which might be cultivated 
and the use to whieh it might be put, (5) the trend in uncul
tivated land and the kind and amount of food imported and 
exported for the hsien, (6) and a brief description of the general 
conditions in the hsien. Available official data will be 
obtained in person from magistrates’ offices and from other 
units of local government, 
mented with field estimates and surveys of

B.
1.

(1) total arable area for different classes of

Such data will be checked and supple- 
area: first, to 

determine the accuracy of official data; second, to find addi
tional information; third, to determine the feasibility of 
obtaining official and field data by the sampling and estimate 
method from all hsiens in China for the World Agricultural Census. 
C. Units of study - The farm family.

Sub-project on population.
The population data will be collected for several 

thousand farm families in the same five or six areas that stand
ards of living studies are conducted and will include the total 
population of each village or hamlet where data is obtained. It 
will consist of (1) information for the previous year upon size of 
each patriarchal family, (2) age and sex of each member of the 
family and his or her relationship to the head of the fanily, (3) 
number of births and deaths during the year, (4) number of still
births, (5) the age at death and the cause, (6) amount of infan
ticide, (7) occupation of each member of the family, (8) migration

1.
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Of family members during the year away from or "back to the 
family, (9) migration history of the head of the family and 
that of his recent ancestors, (10) history of migration of 
v/hold families from the village and the place and occupation 
to which they have gone, (11) location of absent members of 
the "economic'' patriarchal family, (12) the extent df> assimi
lation of immigrants of one locality by the natives of another, 
and (13) signs of increasing or decreasing population such as 
new or more crowded residences.

Personnel: Experts from abroad:
Dr. 0. E. Baker, Economic Geographer; Mr. Edgar 

Sydenstricker, Statistician.
Staff of University of Hanking:

J. Dossing Buck, W. Y. Swen, C. M. Chiao, and five other 
associates from the Department of Agricultural Economics,
Farm Management, and Rural Sociology, and one or two associates 
from the Department of Forestry.
Cooperating:

Dr. George B. Cressey, Geologist-Geographer of Shanghai
College.
____ In addition to the collaboration between Departments in
the University of Nanking and v/ith the experts mentioned under 
personnel, cooperation will be sought from other institutions 
in China having some contribution to make, such as, the Chinese 
Government Bureau of Economic Information, the Sicawei Observa
tory, the Ching Agricultural Society, and the Science Society 

The cooperation of the Bureau of Agricultural Econ-

Collaboration:

of China.
omics of the United States Department of Agriculture is also 

The cooperation of some home economics expert inexpected.
China will be obtained for assistance in gathering and in inter
preting data pertaining to the nutrition part of the standards 
of living study. \7e have in mind Miss Miriam Null of the 
Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions, who was formerly a 
teacher in Ming Deh Girls' School, Nanking, and who will be 
returning to China in September 1928.

Two years will be required for this project, viiich is only 
preliminary to what is hoped will be a more extended study 
throughout the country and a continuous study over a long 
period of years for certain types of information, such as, 
standards of living and population growth.

Time:
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Cost

curren
cy) : Items of 

expenditure
Main 

pr oject
Sub-project:
Population

Total
cost

1 : Experts from abroad 
(salary and travel to 
China and return)

Economic Geography 
(one year) 18,200.00

Statistician and 
Population Expert 
(two years) #21,400.®13,200.00

Secretary (for steno
graphic and editing 
work) 3,000.00

(1) $ 700.00

(4) 5,280.00
(1)# 1,320.00

Assistants (field) (12) 4,680.00

3,000.00

Translator (1) 2, 700.00

Associates” (1) #1,320.00
(6) 7,920.00

(4) 2,880.00 (16) 7,560.00

Assistants (clerical)
(13) 6,240,00 (4) 1,920.00 (17) 8,160.00

Travel:

Economic Geographer 1,000.00
(4) 5,600.00Associates (1) 1,200.00

1 or 2 Associates
of Dept, of Forestry 1,800.00

500.00 
300.00 
600.00

Geologist-Geographer
Statistician 300.00

9.300/00J. L. Buck

Supplies:

Stationery, materials 
printed schedules, 
postage, outline maps, 
etc
soil samples

containers for• 9
300.001,150.00

Photographic supplies

"■The numerals in parentheses indicate the number of persons. 
#For the Department of Geography of Shanghai College.

1,700.00. :o250.00
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Cost (cont.)
(U. S. currency) Total

cost
Main project Sub-project

Population

Equipment :

$1,500.003 Calculating 
machines

Reference books, 
maps and 
journals 2,000.00

3 Chronometers 450.00

1 Theodolite 300.00

3 or 4 Cameras 300.00

2 Typewriters 250.00

$5,100.00Office furniture 300.00

Publications $600.00 2,800.002,200.00
$69,640.00

Publication: The results of this study will be published by the 
University of Nanking. It is desirable that there 
be one general publication dealing with the study in 
all of its various aspects. The more specialized in
formation on population will probably be made avail
able as a separate study. Publication in Chinese 
can probably be effected through the Commercial 
Press on a commercial basis.
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Exhibit A

THE UNIVERSITY OF NANKING

General Statement

The University of Nanking is a private Christian institution with 
a Board of Trustees in New York who lease the property and make annual 
money grants and provide personnel quota, and a Board of Directors in 
China, a majority of whom are Chinese elected by the church bodies 
cooperating in the University and who are responsible for its manage
ment. The University is organized into administrative units, the more 
important of which are the College of Agriculture and Forestry, the 
College of Arts and Science, and the University Library.

The College of Agriculture and Forestry has a faculty of eight 
returned students, twenty-six graduates of China colleges, twenty—four 
of whom are graduates of the College of Agriculture and Forestry, ten 
foreigners giving their full time, and twenty-seven assistants, 
to recent political disturbances, only two of the foreign faculty 
at present on the field, 
of 1928.

Due
are

More are expected to return by the autumn

The College of Arts and Science has a faculty of twenty returned 
students, nineteen graduates of colleges in China, and ten foreigners, 
of whom two are at present teaching at Nanking and others are expected 
back in 1928. There are Departments of Chemistry, Chinese, Economics, 
Education, English, History, Library Science, Mathematics, Philosophy, 
Physics, Pblitical Science, Psychology, Religion, and Sociology.

The Library has a well-trained staff of librarians and assistants 
and an excellent collection of foreign and Chinese books and pamphlets.
A special research section is maintained with funds specially provided 
by the College of Agriculture and Forestry. The Library is a depository 
for the publications of the League of Nations and of many scientific 
and research organizations.

The total budget of the University for 1926-1927, for the above 
three administrative units, was Mexican $277,913.10, and for 1927-1928 
is Mexican $255,926.66.
dent fees, or approximately 24$ of the budget.
get is received from the United States, either from special grants or 
through mission board appropriations.

The programme of the College of Agriculture and Forestry and 
Agricultural Experiment Station includes instruction, extension, and 
research.
Management, and Rural Sociology; Agronomy; Biology, with sections in 
Bacteriology, Botany, Plant Pathology, and Zoology; Forestry; Horti
culture; Rural Education; Sericulture ; and Extension. The Collège is 
well provided with lands for its experimental work, for improved seed 
production, mulberry orchards, and general horticultural work. Its 
work is all adequately housed. It has cooperative relationships v/ith 
several provincial governments, with private organizations in China carry
ing on similar lines of work, and with the International Education Board 
and Cornell University jointly, in a crop improvement programme. In

Normally, about $66,232.00 is received in stu-
The balance of the bud-

The College has Departments of Agricultural Economics, Farm
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1923, in recognition of its work, about Gold $700,000.00 was allocated 
to it by the American Committee for China Famine Fund, this sum being 
part of money left over from the appeal for funds for China famine re
lief in 1921, and with which the College is carrying out a number of 
famine prevention projects. The College provides one-year courses in 
Agriculture and Rural Teacher Training, and summer school classes for 
rural workers. Through its Extension Department it is getting direct
ly into the farmers’ hands better seeds, improved silkworm eggs, meth
ods of disease control, helps in organizing cooperative enterprises and 
in many other ways. Through its research and investigation it is 
making available much new information and knowledge pertaining to the 
problems and improvement of agriculture, forestry, and rural life.

Regarding the influence of the disturbed political conditions of 
the past year on the University, it should be noted that the faculty 
and student body have met the attendant difficulties with a splendid 
spirit of cooperation and. courage; that all cur college buildings and 
field activities escaped damage, although heavy property losses were 
incurred by the other administrative units of the University; that 
classes were resumed within a few weeks after the chaos caused by the 
capture of Ranking on March 24, 1927; that the faculty (excepting the 
foreign members) were kept intact and now teachers were secured; that 
practically all experimental and research work of the College of 
Agriculture and Forestry was carried on according to schedule and was 
not affected by the disturbances; that a summer school was held regis
tering 300 students; that College opened on the scheduled day in 
September, in spite of battles and broken communications; that 420 
students enrolled in the two Colleges, and that the term’s work has 
progressed most satisfactorily. With the quieting down of military 
and political disturbances, we ore expecting a normal enrolment or 
better for the 1928 spring semester - of at least 500 to 550 students. 
The Board of Directors has asked for the return of our foreign staff 
by the Board of Founders by September 1928. The way the University 
has carried on during so many difficulties gives us every reason to 
feel confident of the future.

Respectfully submitted,

(Signed) Y. G. CHER, 
President.
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Exhibit B

THE UNIVERSITY OF NANKING

Statement Concerning the Department of Agricultural 
Economics, Farm Management, and Rural Sociology, 

College of Agriculture and Forestry, 
University of Nanking

The Department of Agricultural Economics, Farm Management,
Rural Sociology was organized in 1922, although some teaching of these 
subjects had been done and two farm management surveys had been made 
previously.

and

Personnel of the Department

J. Lossing Buck, B. S. (1914), M. S. (1925) Cornell University. 
P. C. Hsu, B. S. (1918) University of Nanking.
W. Y. Swen, B. S. (1924) University of Nanking.
C. M. Chiao, B. S. (1924) University of Nanking.
Assistants:

S. S. Ling, Middle School.
S. F. Yang, Chinese education.
R. H. Fang, Y. M. C. A. English and typewriting
S. R. Cheng, Middle School.
T. L. Tsu, Middle School.
S. T. Kan, Higher primary school.
P. K. Cheng, Middle school.

One year in Y. M. C. A.
courses.

Publications by the Department

Publications of the Department of Agricultural Economics, Farm 
Management, and Rural Sociology are listed below. The latest, "An 
Economic and Social Survey of 150 Farms, Yenshan County, Chihli Prûvince, 
China, " accompanies this statement.

An Economic and Social Survey of 102 Farms Near Wuhu, Anhwei, China.
Part I (in English), by J. Lossing Buck, Uenernhé-r iqp3.

An Economic and Social Survey of 102 Farms Near Wuhu, Anhwei, China.
Part II (in English), by J. Lossing Buck, July 1924.

An Economic and Social Survey of 102 Farms Near Wuhu, Anhwei, China. 
(in Chinese), by P. C. Hsu and J. Lossing Buck, March 1925.

An Economic and Social Survey of 150 Farms in Yenshan County, Chihli, 
ckina(in English), by J. Lossing Buck, June 1926.

A Study of Farm Tenancy at Q,uin3an and Nantung, Kiangsu, and Suhsien, 
Anhwei (in Chinese), by Chiao Chi-ming, May 1926.
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Farm Ownership and Tenancy in China, by J. Logging Buck, August 1927. 
Published, by the National Christian Council, Shanghai, China.

A Rural Community Survey Blank (in English) by J. Logging Buck,
Two editions, 1922 andtranslated by P. C. Hsu into Chinese.

August 1924, the second very much enlarged.

Farm Management Survey 31ank, for obtaining a record of a year’s business 
on the farm as well as other data relating to the farm family.
(in Chine se).

Method of Locating the Rural Community, by Chiao Chi-ming, May 1926.
1922.

Practical Farm Bookkeeping, by Swen Wcn-yuh, July 1926.

Making Earth Wads, by Chiao Chi-ming, November 1926.

Reprints

(Reprint from the ChineseMapping the Rural Community, by C. M. Chiao. 
Recorder.) December 1924.

(Reprint from the Journal 
June 1925.

Price Changes in China, by J. Lossing Buck.
of the American Statistical Association).

In Manuscript or Mimeographed Form
(In English.)A Study of Chinese Weights and Measures, by Swen Wen-yuh.

(Manuscript. )

Types of Farming. Cost of Production, Labor Distribution and Farm 
Practices at Lin I. Shantung (in English), by Swen Wen-yuh. 
(Manuscript. )

Types of Farming. Cost of Production, and Labor Distribution at
(Mimeographed)

Kaoliang. Soy Beans and Sesamum at 
(Manuscript.)

Weihsien, Shantung, by' Swen Aon-yuh.

A Study of the Marketing of Wheat
Suhsien, Anhwei, by P. C. Hsu.

In Preparation

An Economic and Social Study of 2866 Farms in Seventeen Regions of 
Seven Provinces, China (1922-1924.

-11-
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Exhibit C

The UNIVERSITY OF RANKING

Information Concerning Experts Requested 

The Economic-Geographer

A person with wide experience in Economic Geography, particularly 
as it relates to agriculture, is necessary for the greatest success of 
the project and it is desired that Dr. 0. E. Baker "be brought to China 
for this purpose.

Dr. 0. E. Baker has been especially interested in China and would 
be glad of the.opportunity of spending some time here. He is particular
ly well qualified to assist in the proposed land utilization project, 
both because of his experience in the United States and because of the 
work he has done in the study of world agriculture, in which he has 
made a special effort to include data from China. Dr. Baker is already 
well known to the Institute of Pacific Relations so it is not necessary 
to dwell upon the many qualities which would make a visit from him 
profitable.

At present Dr. Baker is agricultural economist in the Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics, United States Department of Agriculture, 
Washington, D. 0., and also Professor of Agricultural Geography and 
Land Utilisation at Clark University, Worcester, Massachusetts.

^He is author (with V. C. Finch) of The Agricultural Geography of 
the World; he is a contributor to The Book of Rural Life: and 
charge of the agricultural Yearbook (United States Department of 
Agriculture) for 1923.
Agriculture.

Dr. Baker’s training has been as follows:
Heidelberg College-, B. Sc. (1903), M. Sc. (1904)
Columbia University, M. A. (1905)
Yale Forestry School (as a student)
University of Wisconsin, Ph. D. (1921)

Dr. Baker will be of invaluable assistance both as a geographer 
and as an agricultural economist. It is desired that Dr. Baker come for 
two periods of six months each, one at the beginning of the project in 
September 1928, and the other for the last six months, beginning with 
March 1930. It is important that Dr. Baker assist both in the prelim
inary and the final work of the project.

was in

He was also editor of The Atlas of American

The Statistician

A statistician is essential not only for this project but for the 
efficient conduct of all the statistical work of the Department of 
Agricultural Economics and Farm Management as well as that of other 
related departments of the University of Nanking. A request is there
fore included in this project for a, statistician for a period of two 
years. The person desired is Mr. Edgar Sydenstricker of the United



___

lJ
States Public Health Service, Washington, D. C. His qualifications 
are as follows:

1. General:
Age forty-six years.
Born and reared until fifteen years of age in China and 

has kept in touch with developments in China.
He has a keen interest in the scientific study of some 

phase of China’s economic and social problems, 
national point of view based not only on his early experiences 
in Chinn but also on his recent visit to Europe for the organiza
tion of the statistical section of the League of Hâtions.

He has an inter-

2. Training:
B. A Fredericksburg College; M. A., Washington and Lee. 
Specialization in economics and sociology, 

graduate work at the University of Chicago in the subjects of
He expècts to receive his Ph. D. in the

• 9 Further

economics and sociology.
near future.
3. Experience:

Principal of Onancock High School, Virginia.
Teacher in Lynchburg High School, Virginia 
Editor of newspaper, Lynchburg, Virginia.
Statistician, United States Public Health Service (1913

The work of these years has fitted him particular- 
He has made extensive and intensive

to the present time). 
ly to give us the help we need.both of health in relation to family incomes, and of^labour con- 

His chief work, however, has been to train others in methods
One reason

surveys
ditions.of collection and interpretation and publication of data..

the services of Mr. Sydenstricher in Chinawhy it is possible to secureperiod is because he has successfully trained a sufficient 
force to carry on the statistical work of the Health Service during his 
absence. His statistical work has been the gathering and practical. 
interpretation and publication of data rather than the more theoretical 
statistical work usually found in the class room.He has been asked to give lectures on his methods before 
various statistical bodies in the United States and in warope.

special lecturer in statistical methods for several

for a brief

He was
years at George Washington University.He was loaned by the Public Health Service to the Health
Section of the League of Nations for the purpose of organizing and 
establishing a health statistical service in the League (1923-1924).

He has recently been appointed Technical Adviser to the 
Milbank Foundation, New York City, on the problem of measuring results in 
health betterment programmes.

4. Publications :Author of numerous publications of the Public Health 
Service dealing with the relation of family incomes to health 
problems and conditions.

Conditions of Labor in American Industries, by W. Jett Lauck 
and Edgar Sydenstricker, Funk & Wagnall’s Company.
5. In addition to these qualifications, Mr. Sydenstricker is a man

-13-
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of keen mental ability, interpretative perceptions, and has the 
power of expressing the results of investigations in clear, con
cise, readable English.
His broad knowledge and interest in economic and social problems 

would be of especial advantage to us in discovering the fundamen
tal problems with vMch we have to deal. His international point 
of view and his pleasing personality would make him very accept
able to the Chinese.

Geologist-Geographer

Cooperation has been assured of Dr. George B. Cressey of Shanghai 
College, Shanghai, China, for assistance in the geographical and geolog
ical phases of the project. Dr. Cressey has already done considerable 
field work in the study of geography and geological conditions in 
China and has issued a mimeographed edition of "Geography of China."
His training has been;

Denison University, B. S. (1919)
University of Chicago, M. S. (1921), Ph. D. (1923)
Yale University, 1922

The only expense involved in this cooperation is the 
financing of an associate for Dr. Cressey in Shanghai College to amount 
of $1,320, which is included with the item of "Associates" under the 
topic of "Cost.".

-14t
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APPEND IX C

NANKAI UNIVERSITY COlvUHTTEE
ON

SOCIAL & ECONOMIC RESEARCH 
TIENTSIN, CHINA

February 24, 1928.

Professor J. B. Condliffe 
Institute of Pacific Relations 
Honelulu, Hawaii

Dear Professor Condliffe;

I have sent to-day a request to the Commonwealth Fund for 
an annual grant-in-aid of $8000.00 in terms of three years for the pur
pose of continuing the studies which we have commenced and that of carry
ing out the projects for the investigation of urban and rural industries 
in the district of Tientsin. The request is addressed to Professor

formerly of the English Department of Yale University and 
the Division of Education of the Commonwealth Fund.

Statement on the

E. B. Reed, 
now director of 
accompany the request, I sent to Professor Reed a 
Committee, a copy of which is enclosed herewith.

To

May I ask you for a letter of endorsement with regard to 
our request? As you have just been in China, and have seen our work in 
person, your endorsement would help a great deal, I am sure, in our 
application.

I do not know how much I con rely on the success of our 
request to the Commonwealth Fund for the assistance we are asking for.
In case I should fail, may I ask you to present our case to the Laura 
Spelman Rockefeller Foundation for the assistance we need? With the stand
ing and stability of Nankai University, I can assure you that we will 
make good use of the opportunity that may be offered to us for research 
in China.

The Committee, through its work, has gradually gained
Our Weekly Statistical Service issane little standing in China now. 

at present published by most of the Chinese and English papers in North
Some of the papers in Shanghai are, also, reproducing it regular- 

You may have noted the statements about our Committee and its work 
in the December issue of the American Economic Review and that of the

Quito a few institutions

China.
iy-

Journal of the American Statistical Association, 
abroad including the University of Kiel, Germany, have written us for 
exchange of publications.

The great difficulty with us, as you know, is finance. 
Under the present chaos in China, it is practically impossible for ua
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to raise_ any fund within the country. Unless I can secure some aid in 
America, I may he forced to discontinue the work next year, 
latter event, I shall he mostly disappointed, 
the work of the Committee has just had 
should have a chance for development.

In the
I feel very keenly that 

a promising beginning and it

m3,vr ahd that I have definitely declined the offer to 
take charge of the Economics Section of the Institute of Research on 

^cie^ces established by the Ministry of Education in Nanking.

other î do^'ot + l feel that stnMlitY is more important than any A not want vo give up what little beginning I have made in 
research here at Nankai. The beginning, though small is a beginning.
I want to moke an utmost effort to further it.

Did you receive my letter sent to you in Dairen? A copy 
was also sent to your address in Japan.

With best wishes and kindest regards,

I remain

of the letter

Yours very sincerely, 

(Signed)Franklin L. Ho.

I’
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Nankai University Committee
on

Social and Economic He search

1. Purpose and Organization

Type of Investigation 

The work of the Committee

II.

Ill,

IV. Projects

V. The present Finance of the Committee

VI. The need of the Coirmittee

N. B. î List of Studies published by the 
Committee and those in Progress 
with the probable dates for 
publication.

February 15, 1928

Tientsin, China

________________________________________________________________________ _________________ __
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Tiae type of investigation carried by the University Committee is 
essentially qualitative, that is, the finding and measuring of facts 
bearing upon economic, social and industrial problems. To quote from a 
declaration of aims and studies published by the Committee and reproduced 
in the December issue, 1927, of the Journr.l of American Statistical 
Association, the Committee "will deal with important economic, 
and industrial problems of the dry regarding which Quantitative 
13 feasible with the object of placing 
day discuss on on a basis of f

. . "While

social
analysis

as much sible the resent 
from more r less 
.ine facts, its

ns •U
t!

investigations are to be carried on in such manner and under such super
vision as to make its findings Carry convictions to both liberals and 
conservatives alike."

III. The work of the Committee

^Tha work of the Committee so far undertaken has centered round two 
fields: (l) the study of the extent and effects of the industrialization 
in China; and (2} the compilation and analysis of economic statistics.

^_______

Kankai University Committee on Social. Economic
Research

I. Purpose and Organization

TT . and economic research in present day China is an urgent need.
Inder the direct and indirect influences of the western countries, China
™^erSOin* a ?r0CesS 0f industrialization, bringing with itself 

not only those general problems which naturally accompany such a great 
economic change, but a number of ether problems peculiar to the conditions 
1 *he c°nntry. Problems such as those pertaining to wages, unomoloy- 

mmt, working conditions, standard of living and innumerable ethers be
come of vital concern; and, upon the wise and successful solution of 
each of these problems necessarily depends our economic welfare. Ob
viously, the first step toward their solution is to study aid analyse . 
nem’ tu understand their individual significance and trace their specific 
causes and effects, utilizing whenever possible the methods and past 
experiences oi the West, but referring always to the peculiar historical 
and contemporary background which underlies them.

It<is with the purpose of meeting this urgent need that bankai 
University appointed, in 1927, a Committee on Social and Economic 
Research, which, at present, is composed of sixteen members: a director 
°l research, ten field investigators, and five assistants engaged in 
statistical and clerical work. It may be noted here that being attached 
to a university the Committee enjoys two distinct advantages which an.' 
independent organization of research does not enjoy, viz:, economy and 
stability. Its attachment to the University enables it to utilize many 
facilities and equipments which otherwise would have to be purchased at 
great erpense. Furthermore, bankai University has proved its stability 
through uhe many storms of recent political upheavals. Under its protec
tion, the Committee needs have no apprehension for external disturbance.

II. Type of Investigation
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One(1) Rug industries in Tientsin: a social and economic survey, 
investigator has been investigating the rug factories in Tientsin since 
the middle of September, 1927. There are 700 rug factories in the city; 
we have already covered more then 150 of them in our investigation. T/e 
hope to finish the field work of the study by the Easter Vacation and to 
have the report ready for publication during the later part of the present
calendar year.

(3) An inquiry of the family budget of the working classes in Tien- 
In order to secure the basic data for the study of the standardtsin.

of living of the workers and for the measurement of the changes in their 
cost of living, eight investigators have been keeping daily accounts for 
240 families since September first, 1927. The inquiry will last for ten 

We have already received 1,250 monthly account books; they are
It is hoped that the report

months.
being tabulated as they come in each month, 
of the inquiry will be in form for publication by the early part of the 
next calendar year.

In connection with the budget inquirey retail prices covering more 
than 100 selected commodities are collected on the first and fifteenth 
day of each month. We plan to publish an index number of the cost of 
living for the working classes in Tientsin as soon as v/e have the quantity 
data for weighting from the present budget inquiry.

(3) Compilation of on index number of commodity prices at wholesale 
in the Tientsin market. Since September, 1927, one investigator of the 
Committee has been collecting wholesale prices of over 100 commodities 
selected on the basis of the extent of their market in Tientsin, 
already secured satisfactory data for more than 80% of the selected 
commodities for the period from 1915 to 1927, and hope to issue a report 

the prices and price index at wholesale in Tientsin, 1913-1927 during
Plans have been made to publish currently a weekly in-

We have

on
the coming summer.
dox of wholesale prices in Tientsin after the publication of the report. 
This weekly index number will be incorporated in the "Weekly Statistical 
Service" which we have been issuing since the first of January, 1928.

(4) Compilation of economic statistics : The Committee has compiled 
a monthly index number of the foreign exchange rates from 1898-1927, a 
monthly index number of the domestic exchange rates from 1898-1927, a 
monthly index number of the bond market from 1924-1927. All those were 
published by Ta Ku& Pao , a Chinese daily press in Tientsin, in the form 
of a Statistical Supplement on the New Year's Day, 1928. A detailed re
port of the data and methods used in the construction of the foreign ex
change index is published in Chinese in the Tsin Hau Journal, Vol. 4, No. 2, 
and in English, in the February issue, 1928, of the Chinese Economic Jour
nal. Since the first of January, 1928, the Committee has been issuing a 
weekly Statistical Service consisting of the current indexes of the ex
change and bond markets. This service is sent free of charge to the var
ious businessfirms and other institutions, and also reproduced by the 
Government Bureau of Economic Information, in its Weekly Bulletins, and 
several English and Chinese papers in Tientsin, Peking and Shanghai.

Work is still in progress for the construction of an index number 
of the physical volume of foreign trade in China from 1867 to date, to
gether with a statistical analysis of the changes in its character and 
distribution from period to period. Owing to the magnitude of the problem 
it will probably require another year for its completion.



TV. Projed^^

Projects for further study by the Committee, as listed below, aim 
at the expansion of the first field of its present studies as stated in the 
proceeding section, viz., the study of the extent and effects of the indus
trialization in China.
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1. Studies of the urban industries in Tientsin. The rug-industry 
investigation constitutes the first of a series of similar 
studies on the typical industries in Tientsin, such as thetextile 

industry, brick industry, mat-weaving industry, match industry, etc. The 
plan of the Committee is to study each of these industries in respect to 
the sources and the cost of raw materials; technique, scale and expenses of 
production; sources, wages, hours, working conditions of the laborers and 
the apprentices; organization and functions of the guilds, etc.
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2. Studies of the rural villages within the vicinity of Tientsin. 
The district of Tientsin has an area of approximately 2,550 
square miles, divided into 389 villages.

is
msgfi
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An estimate has been 
made that there are probably 99,000 families living in these villages, about 
54,000 of which are agricultural, 23,000 of which industrial, 17,000 of 
which commercial, and 5,000 of which with miscellaneous occupations. The 
Committee plans to make a sample investigation of 100 villages, particular
ly those within the vicinity of the city of Tientsin and those which 
predominantly agricultural or industrial.

' •;
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Similar studies as the above may be undertaken by the Committee, 

later, in other parts of North China, particularly those places which are 
fast undergoing industrialization, such as Dairen and Mukden. It may be 
added that the results of all the studies of the Committee are to be pub
lished both in the English language and the Chinese language.

V. The present finance of the Committee

The Committee lias, at present, no permanent source of income.
The work for the present year is being financed by a limited appropriation 
from the University and a lump-sum grant from the Social Research Depart
ment of the China Foundation for the Promotion of Education and Culture in 
Peking.
for the year 1927-1928.

Salary --
Two investigators for one 
(One for rug-industry-investigation 
and the other for price investiga
tion)- -------
Eight persons keeping accounts for 
240 families for 10 months- - - - - 
One assistant in statistical vzork
for one yr. ------- __  ___
Four computors for one yr. ---- ----

Schedules, stationery, car fare, for one yr. etc.

Statement I, below, gives a summary of the items of expenditures

Statement I
$ 6,960.00 Hex.

yr.

$1,680.00 Mex.

2,000.00

840.00
1,440.00

540.00 Hex.
;6,500.00 Mex.

I
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It my "be noted that no salary for the Director of Research is included 
in the above statement. The cxylannti.-n is that the present director is 
appointed by the University as full-time professor of finance and statis
tics ; he renders his service to the Committee gratis. Durin.. the first 
year of its work, which is of necessity limited in scope, such an arrange
ment has proved fairly satisfactory. Vith the expected growth of the 
Committee ana. the added work in the analysis and reportinL of the results 
from the present investigations, however, this arrangement will obviously 
no longer suffice.

VI. The Needs of the Committee
In order to complete the present studies and to carry out the projects 

as listed above, the Committee needs an annual grant-in-aid of $16,940.00 
Hex (Equivalent to about y8,000 gold) for a tern of three years. Statement 
II below bives the budget summary of this sum each year.

$13,440.00 Mex.I. Salary
Director of Research 
One Research Associate- 
Two field investigators 

on urban industries 
Two field investigators 

on rural industries 
One investi^at r on prices 

(wholesale & retail)
Four computers 
One statistical assistant 
One cleric

Investigating trips 
Sub s idy for public a tin 
Schedules, Stationery, other office expenses

$3,600.00 Mex. 
3,000.00 »

1,680.00 "

1,680.00 "

840.00 "
1,440.00 "
840.00 "
360.00

500.00 ” 
2,000.00 " 
1,000.00 "

IL.
III.

IV.-

$16,940.00 "
Wo wish to call attention to the ioct that the budget stated above is far 
below the budget of many other research organizations of similar scope 
in China. Economy is secured partly by all owing comparatively lower 
salaries for the staff members of the Committee because the University 
attracts certain persons who re,; ,rd the intellectual facilities and atmos
phere of a university as part of their compensation, and partly by 
eliminating expenses for purchasing certain equipment of which the 
University allows the Committee to make use.

N. B. List of studies published and those in progress with the probable 
dates of publication.

List of studies published by the Committee :
1 Trices and price indices in China: A statistical analysis. 

June, 1927. In English, nly. A translation of it in Chinese 
is being made.
Analysis of economic statistics in the Tientsin Peking Market. 
Statistical Supplement of Ta Ku Pao. January 1, 1928. In 
Chinese only. The study includes the following:

2.

________________________________________________________________________________________



1. An analysis of the fluctuation of the volume of 
foreign trade in Tientsin, 1900-1927

un analysis of the fluctuation of the money mar
ket in Tientsin and Peking, 1898-1927. 
study includes foreign exchange rates, bar 
silver prices, domestic rates, rates of dollars 
and the government bond market.
Seasonal variation of the Tientsin Peking Money 
Market.

2.
The

3.

3. A monthly index number of the foreign exchange rates, 1898- 
1927. February, 1928.
are constructed, the ’’adjusted type" and the "unadjusted 
type•" Both in English and in Chinese.

In this study two types of indices

4. Weekly Statistical Service* 
first of January. 1928.

Published each week since the

List of studies in progress with the probable dates of 
publication.

1 • ■ltn index number of wholesale prices of commodities in
August. 1928 or earlier.

2. Rug Industry in Tientsin: A social and Economic Survey.
December 1928 or earlier.

3. An Inquiry of the family budget of the working classes in 
Tientsin. April. 1929 or earlier.

4. An index number of the cost of living for the working 
classes in Tientsin.

5. An index number of the physical volume of foreign trade 
in China, 1867-1926, together with a statistical analysis 
of the changes in its character and distribution from 
period to period. December. 1929 or later.

Tientsin, 1913 to date.

January 1929.
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APPENDIX " D "

La"bor and Housing in ShanghaiTitle ;

March 5, 1928Date:

Definition of Topic: This is to he a statistical survey of the metropoli
tan area of Shanghai', including the International Settlement, the 
French Settlement and the Chinese area, together known as Greater 
Shanghai, in order $o furnish information along the following lines:

(1) The laborer as a producer. This means a survey of the fac
tories and workshops with a view to ascertaining the wage system and 
rates, the working hours and conditions, the extent of apprenticeship, 
the terms of employment and extent of unemployment, woman and child 
labor, provisions for sanitation and recreation, the organization
and influence of gilds and labor unions, the effects of labor legis
lation, the frequency of strikes, etc. These questions are to be 
studied in detail and by comparison in different industries and dif
ferent types of industrial organization.

(2) The laborer as a consumer. This means a survey of the labor
ers' homes, with a view to ascertaining the housing conditions, the 
standard of living, the family budget, the prices of goods affecting 
their cost of living, and in addition the size of their families, the 
age of marriage, the birth and death rates, etc. If productive work 
is conducted in the homes, as in the case of cottage industries, it 
will also be studied during the survey, but with the use, as far as 
possible, of the schedules prepared for (I).
Burnett-Hurst’s study of "Labour and Housing in Bombay" is an 

indication of what is contemplated.

Purpose and Need of the Investigation:

(1) To provide a scientific study of the recent development of 
industrial production in Shanghai, with particular emphasis on the 
labor factor.

(2) To describe accurately the existing labor conditions in modern 
factories, handicraft workshops and home industries, and compare them 
one v/ith another.

(3) To ascertain the wage rates, actual earnings, and cost of liv
ing of different classes of laborers.

(4) To study the sources of labor supply, the extent and quality of 
housing accomodation and home conditions of the laborers.

(5) To the effects of industrialization on family life.
(6) To discover what should be the proper status of the laborer

in industrial production and find a means of conciliation and coopera
tion between labor and capital to the advantage of both.

(7) To provide statistical data for further economic and social 
studies of Shanghai.



Relation to the Purposes of the Institute: The labor question is an impor
tant one in all countries, but particularly in the countries border
ing the Pacific which are just being industrialized, where it may 
be possible to avoid the evil effects of industrialization by 
rational control and direction. The assignment of a proper status 
to the laborer, together with adequate earnings, to be discovered 
by this study, will go far towards maintaining industrial peace in 
the Pacific nations.

Two methods will be used in this study:
(1) A number of factories and workshops in each one of 

of the principal industries, and some in the minor industries, if 
special conditions exist there which are worth studying', are to be 
visited by the investigators, who are to be supplied with schedules 
to be prepared by the Committee in charge of the work, in collabor
ation with the organizations mentioned under "collaboration". The 
schedules are to be filled by the investigators themselves, or by 
the responsible 'officers of the factories in the presence of the 
investigators. In addition to the data in the schedule, the in
vestigators should also write down every thing they observe at 
these factories and work shops which have any bearing- on the sub
ject under study, or what they are told by the factory officers.
Such reports will serve to check the data filled in the schedules, 
and will be useful in many other ways in making the industrial 
situation better understood. The tone of their conversation should 
be observed to help detect the bias of data furnished.

(2) A number of laborers’ homes and boarding houses to 
be similarly visited, and the schedules to be filled exclusively 
by the investigators themselves, as the laborers are less likely to 
be able to fill them correctly. Schedules for statistical survey 
of home industries should be supplied the same investigators so 
that they may have them filled whenever they find such industries 
exist in the homes. In some cases, where the homes do not constitute 
industrial units, but some members thereof are engaged in produc
tive work at home, similar or separate schedules should be filled for
them. The homes to be visited are to be selected with a view to their 
location and the kind of industry the head of the family is engaged 
in. The Yangtzepoo, Chapei and Tsaokadoo sections of the town, where 
most factories are located ond most laborers live, should be the 
centers of the survey, although other sections of less importance 
should be covered also, in proportion to their importance. Attention 
should be paid to the native towns of the laborers in choosing the 
samples, as the living conditions of the laborers often differ much 
according to their home town, the Kiangpei workmen, for instance, 
enjoying usually less comfort than those of Itingpo.

The Research Commission in Shanghai which conducted survey 
of workingmens’ family budgets last year under the auspices of the 
China Foundation selected 60 families and kept daily accounts for 
them. The writer of this project is of the opinion that this method 
cannot produce satisfactory results, because the number of families 
chosen was too small to be representative, an^ daily visits would 
not necessarily secure accurate data, as the laborers might forgot 
the expenses they had defrayed, or might not be willing to supply the 
information every day for many months at a stretch.

Method:



'

Experience of the Bureau of Economic Information shows that satisfactory 
results are often secured on the firstvisit, while repeated visits usually 
call forth resentment and briny forth information which is far from being 
true. For the present study, it is proposed to have the investigators 
visit these families not oftener than once a month, preferably a quarter, 
but a few thousand families should be included in the survey. If, as 
proposed under "personnel", there should be ten paid investigators and 
perhaps 20 or 30 student workers, it should not be difficult for them to

A schedule shouldvisit two or three thousand families in three months, 
be filled for each visit, but allowance must be made for incorrect and 
incomplete information, and the well filled ones useful for the study will 
probably number much below the above figure. As the Bureau of MaSrkets is 
now conducting a family budget study for the China Foundation by the 
monograph method, the results of their study will serve as a check to this 
survey, and vice versa.

Personnel;
The study should be conducted under the direction of one Chinese director, 
one Chinese associate and one foreign statistical economist.
Chinese are to be chosen with a view to their previous experience in re
search, and their knowledge of the industrial conditions of Shanghai.
There should be from 4 to 10 paid investigators, college graduates who 
have had some experience in this kind of research work, 
omist should be invited to the faculty of Kv/anghwa where he will have only 
nominal teaching duty, but will train and direct a number of college 
students in this statistical research.
with their training, they will become paid investigators, the number of 
whom will thus gradually increase from four to ten or more, adding to 
the number only the best of the graduates. The work done will be given 
credits toward M. A. Degree. A small number oi office staif will also 
be kept, and during the later years, the number - e. g. of assistant 
statisticians for computing and compiling: the statistical data - may be 
increased by drawing upon the trained graduates.

Collaboration:
With the University through the students, with the Government Bureau of 
Economic Information, the Social Research Institute of Shanghai, the 
Bureau of Markets, the Bureau of Agriculture, Industries and Commerce of 
Greater Shanghai, and the Research Committee of the Chinese Economic 
Society.

The two

The foreign econ-

After they, students, are through

Time;
To enable the best results to be obtained, and to avoid having the result 
represent only the conditions of an abnormal year, the survey should 
last from three to five years, 
contract with the University for the same number of years, so that there 
will be at least two or throe classes to complete the training; under 
him. It is suggested, class should graduate or receive a higher degree 
in the graduate department within one year, while the following classes 
should be kept in the University for two years. The paid investigators 
whether they are graduates of other or this college, should attend cer
tain lectures of the foreign professor at least once every week, in 
order to receive some benefit of his training. It may be mentioned 
here that, for the purpose of approaching the factories and workshops, 
older men who have more

The foreign economist should have a
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experience in life, may sometir.es prove more useful than young men
newly graduated from college because they command better respect of 
the business men, know their psychology, and are therefore more able 
to secure reliable information from them. These men should be trained 
with modern statistical methods by attending the classes or by week
ly conferences with the Committee.

Cost.
I. Annual budget for 5 years 

Office
Salary of Chinese director 
Salary of Chinesq associate 
Salary of foreign associate 
Investigators (4)
Clerks and assistants 
Literature and stationery

$1,200
3,000
2,400
6,000
4,200
4,560

840
$22,200

$111,000

2. Equipment
Office furniture and fixtures 
Adding machine 
Calculating machine 
Typewriters tabulating and ordinary
Books for reference

$ 500
650
400
175
300

$ 2,025
(a) Travel expenses for foreign statistician 

in first and last years

(b) Additional investigators and assistants 
statisticians during last three years 
at 1,200

5.
2,400

3,600
$11$,025

f 1- ...
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APPENDIX "E"

The project proposed is the publication of material already com
piled, entitled, A comparative farm management and social. survey of 
2866 farms in 17 regions in seven provinces of China (1921-24).

Title:

January 3, 1928.Date:
Definition The study is primarily one in farm management methods in typical 
oF topic: regions in China, but includes related social and economic in

formation pertaining to land utilization, population and food consump
tion. A careful selection of a large number of farms made it possible 
to determine v;hich farms were successful and which were unsuccessful.
A grouping of such farms by size of business and quality of business 
insolation to various efficiency factors such as, labor earnings per 
farm, labor earnings per man equivalent, net profits per crop, 
man labor per man, animal labor per labor animal, investment in iarm

and yields, made it possible to 
Other significant infor

na ow,

equipment and farm buildings per mow 
determine the cause of success or failure.
mat ion includes kind, area and production of crops, cropping systems 
disposal of crops, amount and distribution of each kind of livestock, 
fertility maintenance, amount and semi-monthly distrioution of man -olu 
animal labor, size of family, density of rural population per square 
mile of cultivated area, age and sex distribution of the population, 
amount and source of income other than from the farm, value and dio- 
tribution of real income by classified items such as food, fuel, 
ing, rent and other expenses furnished by the farm and purchased, 
distribution by individual items of the real income from the farm 
and purchased, source and amount of food energy in the farm family 
diet and other information.

1. To make available valuable data concerning agricultural 
conditions.

investigation: form and awaiting publication.
2. To provide government officials of the new Nationalist Government 
with reliable data on farming conditions which they hope to improve. 
Such officials are constantly coming to us for information of this 
nature.
3. To provide first hand material for use of students in China and 
abroad.
4. To supply the type of information which specialists in other 
countries are anxious to have about agricultural economic and social 
conditions in Durai China.
5. To reveal the factors which determine success or failure in farm
ing in China.
6. To provide information relating to land utilization population 
and standards of living problems.

The facts revealed in this study are the first of their 
kind to be made available about agricultural conditions in 

the institute: China. The data shew how different countries are dependent 
on the sane scientific principles in that the conclusions of the study 
indicate how fundamental principles in farm management, as in any

cloth-

Purp03e and This material is now partially in manuscriptneed of the

Relation t~
PURPOSE of



other "branch of agricultural science, hold true the world over. The 
quantities and values of the various factors which make up a suc
cessful farm business vary greatly just as the application of the 
principles of other branches of agriculture differ but the principles 
remain the same. A knowledge of the universality of such principles 
to-gcther with their relation to the outstanding problems of popula
tion questions and standards of living as affected by the amount of 
land per farm family are of vital concern to all Pacific countries. 
The publication of this information should accomplish much in a 
mutual understanding between the countries bordering the Pacific as 
well as supplying needed technical information.

Method: The survey method was -used in this study by obtaining individual 
farm records of a year's farm business on 100-300 farms in each of 
17 regions.
tativo of large areas.

The regions studied are widely scattered and represen-
Additional economic and social data were also 

obtained which related to the main purpose of the survey. A sample 
of the type of schedule used may be found in the Appendix of An Econ- 
pmic and social survey of 150 farms. Yenshan County, Chihli. 
published by the University of Nanking, and attached herewith, 
proposed publication of the data in hand will be a comparative 
presentation between seventeen different studies of a similar nature.

China,
The

Personnel : Tne study has been made durin6 1921-4 by J. Lossing Buck 
with the assistance oi advanced students and associated, all of the 
Department of Agricultural Economics, Farm Management and Rural 
Sociology, College of Agriculture and Forestry, University of Nanking.

£°jj:i£9rhtionr The:work has been done entirely by the above mentioned 
department.

Timej_ Publication of the completed study can be effected about December 31, 
1928, provided funds are available by about September 1, 1928.

Costj_ The cost of printing too thousand copies in book form in China is
carefully estimated on the basis of printer’s quotations at $1800 Gold. 
It is suggested that the books be sold for $2.00 Gold (equivalent to 
*-4.00 Chinese currency).

Publication: It is estimated that the publication will contain 125 tables, 
100 charts and maps and 200 pages of text. Because of this large 
amount of material publication in book form is desired. Printing 
is to be done at some Press in Shanghai, publication is to be by 
the University of Nanking and distribution is to be through book- 
dealers in different countries. The exact title of the publication 
has not yet been decided upon.



APPENDIX "F"

Fellowships for Chinese faculty members 
in the University of Nanking.

The Department of Agricultural Economics Farm Management and Rural 
Sociology, ns well as other departments of the University of Nanking, has 
a number of associates who have 13. S. degrees from the University, 
men since their graduation have developed a great deal and have gained much 
first hand experience. Above all they are practical and they arc accomplish
ing thing's rather than talking and seeking high administrative positions.

These

Mr. Paul C. Hsu, one of the associates, has been doing excellent work in 
organizing farmers’ cooperative credit societies and in making investigations 
of credit conditions. Opportunity for study abroad at this time would be of 
great benefit to him in fitting him more thoroughly for his work, 
man of kindly feelint, toward people of another country and he would do much 
through his contacts to promote better inter-radial understanding, 
liminary visit to Japan is especially desirable. Mr. Hsu has had 9 years ex
perience since graduation.

He is a

A pre-

Mr. V. Y. Sfcwen, an associate in farm management in the Department, is a 
very keen man and is ospecially interested in the statistical part of the 
work.
not be easily obtained in China it is preferable that he go abroad.
Swun has already had three years experience and is the type of man wh.> would 
greatly profit by graduate study.

He needs, however, opportunity for further study and since this can-
Mr.

Mr. C. M. Chiao is especially interested in rural social problems. He is
very practical and is not afraid of hard work in the country, cither in ob
taining data or in extension work. Ho has a passion for bettering conditions 
in rural life. It is important however, for him to have time for a more 
careful study of social problems and experience abroad would do much to fit 
him for his work.

There are other men in other departments of similar worth. One associate
in the Chemistry department is desirous of specializing in a stu..y of foods 
but cannot unless he has a fellowship, 
an opportunity so that he may Undertake this type of work for the University.

Me are anxious that he have such
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distribution and extent of land suitable for cultivationThe
as determined by land forms, climate and soil.
The possibilities of colonization and agricultural expansion 
in Manchuria, the Mongolian borderlands and elsewhere.
The possible industrial development in relation to mineral 
re sou ces, transportation and markets.
The c ntrast between the north and the south as related to 
climate, resources, outside contacts and racial characteristics, 

concentration of population, occupations, standards ofThe
living and fundamental economic problems.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

This book will bring together the best available informâti n 
concerning topography, climate, agricultural possibilities, miners 
resources, population densities and the general geography o. ^ 1111a. 
organization and interpretation will represent a distinct ccntnou i n 
toward an understanding of China’s problems and possibilities. 13 ^ or
mat ion is not available at present. No arrangements have yet uCn mi"^u 
concerning publication.

The

With the growing importance of the Pacific basin it is oesira ie 
that China’s possibilities of mineral production, industrial development, 
agricultural expansion and increased living standards be clearly unour- 
stood. All of these problems have a geographic basis, for it_is the 
descinctive function of geography to interpret the relationship oetween 
the physical environment and human activities.

Importance , ,, ,The studies made so far represent the first comprehensive attempt
to organize the geographic facts concerning China and interpret them m 
terms of natural regions. Similar interpretations are available for

other parts of the world and are greatly needed for an adequate unu.er-many
standing of this country.

interpretation of the Social and economic possibilities
This includes,The

the basis of the geographic background.4.
of China on 
among others, the following items.

miles of automobile roads now under construction in Kweichow will make 
even a brief visit profitable. This trip will supply much needed infor
mation about this undescribed area which cannot bo obtained otherwise.

to utilise unpublished informationA visit to Peking is also ne ces stir y 
in the hands of the Chinese Geological Stirvey.

1
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Cost

1. Assistance

Two types of assistance are required.

A draftsman will be needed for a few months for map making after which 
a secretary - stenographer will be required for the preparttion of the 
manuscript. 
per month

This will require a total of ten months service at $200.00

$2000.00

2. Supplies and equipment

Typewriter. Map making instruments such as pantograph end 
Office supplies, books, mapsparallel ruler. Conservative total

300.00

3. Travel

By boat from Shanghai to Hongkong' and Haiphong, 
rail to funnanfu, auto travel in Kwe ichow, raid return via 
Haiphong or down the Yangtze, and by boat and rail to Peking

TOTAL $3,200.00
Eolation u0 the Land Utilization Survey of the University of Hanking

This project is separate from, but closely related to the proposed 
Land Utilization Survey of the University of Nanking submitted to the 
Institute by Professor J. L. Buck.
as geographer on that survey, and a close contact will be maintained 
between the two projects. The Loud Utilisation Survey is an intensive 
examination of type areas within the natural regions mapped out by the 
writer; the preparation of the book on the geography of China is an 
extensive survey of all China and deals not only with land utilization 
bul also with mineral resources and their relation to industry, the 
influence of climate on human energy, and other fundamental topics*
The two projects supplement each other.

900.00

The writer has been asked to serve

■m
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APPENDIX "H"

Title: Eugenic Study of Population in China

Date : March 1, 1928

Definition 
of Topic:

This is an initial study of the quality aspects of 
China's population. It will gain information on the 
aspect of a problem on which little knowledge is 
had up to date. In general terms it will include :

1. The physical anthropology of the Chinese which 
includes the following aspects : (a) Morphological,
(b) physiological and (c) mental.

Natural selection at work such as droughts, 
floods, famine, epidemics and infant mortality.

2.

3. Forces of social selection including the family 
system, migrations, sanitation and public health, 
racial contacts and inter-marriage.

Inheritance and survival value of special traits.4.

Purpose and .1, To provide scientific knowledge of China's pop- 
ulat ion problems.Need of the

Investigation:
2. To provide training for men Who will pursue the 

study on a large scale.

3. To collaborate with the numerical study of 
population trends in the project undertaken by the 
University of Nanking.

4. To provide information which will contribute to 
the knowledge of racial nalues.

A study of the racial qualities of the Chinese Nation 
will not only contribute to the knowledge of Chinese 
population, but it will also throw light on 
bewildering problem existing among racial groups.

Relation to 
Purpose of the 
Institute the

Collaboration: To affiliate wihh Shanghai College, and to carry out 
training of investigators in cooperation with the de
partments of Biology and Sociology.

1. To collect existent materials bearing on eugenic 
stxidy.

Method:

To collect first-hand data among selected groups.2.

Gold $1,500.00 
1,200.00 

300.00

Personnel One research director 
Assistants and Clerks 
Literature

and Cost;

Gold $3000.00TOT.iL

First period two years.Time;

SB »

__________



of International Affairs he 
a committee which will act 
Pacific Relations in Great

Royal Institute 
decided to form 
the Institute of

The
London has 

the branch of

P INSTITUTE OF PACIFIC RELATIONS

Honolulu, Hawaii.

LONDON, England.

8th February, 1928.

Dear Sir Arthur,

last two SnlVlr? a^sp^d
S™orrtC?î-6 U? Wlth note® £aia corresporidence 
ana, before sailing for home, I should like to send
a very brief report of what we have been doing.

Our month in Geneva was quite invaluable in the
opportunity it afforded for studying the inner workings
Labour Off??! °f the league and of the International
aeoSîfr.îîfl1 JÎ also gave me a fine chance for getting
oussïStwitiîa+?»thI lfBffrs of both organisations and dis- 
cussing with them definite ways in which our Institute

bhe w?rk that is being done at Geneva, 
perfectly clear to me from this visit that 
of our own to accomplish and that 
comes our taking up this work.

you

may
It is 

we have a work 
the League heartily wel-

SSSti£SeJS,Tt"?8“l8^1**B“S« aPP^ed^-the
in tte D s?3.a branch of the institute of Pacific Eclations

srsliâiprsrâ?
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-2- %r

8.2.28.Sir Arthur Currie

I find the leaders of the Institute, both in theBritain.
Secretariat and in the Executive Council, as well as in the 
Far Eastern group, very hearty in their desire to co-operate. 
I have had valuable conferences with each of these sections 
and with the delegates who attended the 1927 Conference.
This has given me an unexcelled opportunity for learning 
the point of view of the British group regarding our whole 
project and their desires for the agenda and arrangements for 
the 1929 Conference.

7%

We are sailing from Southampton on the 16th February 
by the 3.3. "George Washington", due to arrive in hew York 
on the 24th February, and, before returning to Hawaii, I hope 
to have an opportunity of meeting representatives of the 
Executive Committee of both the American and Canadian branches 
of the Institute, in order to discuss matters relating to 
agenda and proceedin'e at the 1929 Conference with them, 
have written to Mr. John Nelson about the possibility of my 
stopping in Canada and have asked him to ccmmunicate with me 
on my arrival in hew York.

I

I have greatly appreciated your valuable introduc-
The letter to Sir Campbell Btewarttions in Paris and London, 

has resulted in some extremely valuable contacts.

Looking forward to the possibility of seeing you
in the near future,

I am,

Very sincerely yours,

Sir Arthur Currie, 
MacGill University, 
Montreal, CANADA.



the head office of the

Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada

Montreal

February 28th, 1928.

Sir Arthur Currie, 
Principal,
McGill University, 
Montreal, que.

Dear Sir Arthur:
Merle Davis reached. New York a day or two ago.I-e has had a valuable experience in Europe, spent four weeks at 

Geneva, two weeks in Russia, and a number of days in Berlin, Holland 
and Paris, besides having a most interesting contact in England with 
the British group, and with the Royal Institute.

While in Russia, he had interviews with Tchit- cherin and Karahan, and got some valuable hints on the ide of 
Russian participation. He was a guest at a luncheon given by the 
Research men of Berlin, and was successful in Holland, in interest
ing the Dutch minister of Colonies, who has written the Governor 
General cl the Dutch East Indies, endorsing the idea of Dutch co
operation. This was withheld last year, by the Dutch East Indian authorities.

He has quite a lot of dates on, but has been good enough to agree to meet each of our Canadian groups. I have 
been waiting to get these definitely, and they have just come to 
hand. He is going to Chicago, on March 6th, but will come back 
il agreeable, and visit Toronto on the 7th. He can give the 8th,
9th and 10th to Ottawa and Montreal, the 12th to Winnipeg, and the 
17*h - 19th to Vancouver. He has to go down to Denver from Winnipeg, 
a.nd then return to Seattle. Will you let me know if the above 
dates are acceptable to you? I thoughtthat after Wednesday, the 
7th, when he is available in Toronto, he could come on to Montreal 
and be with us on the 8th and 9th, giving the 10th to Ottawa, and then 
passing on to Winnipeg, where he is due on the 12th. It might be 
that Thursday the 8th, might be more convenient for our Ottawa 
friends, which would leave Friday and Saturday, the 9th and 10th for Montreal.

I want to send a wire to Mr. Davis, just as 
soon as we peg the dates in question. It is rather important 
that our members meet Davis, as he will discuss informally the agenda 
for the 1929 conference, the places of meeting, the research and 
the publicity programmes, etc.

Yours very truly,
JN:KF
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

-

TELEPHONE 

NO. 1956 
) SUB-EXCHANGE)

FACULTY OF ARTS 

UNIVERSITY OF HONGKONG

March 1, 1928.

Hear Sir Arthur Currie ,

I must thank you and lady Currie for 

the charming card which you sent at the new year, 

extremely kind of you to ie member me and I should have replied 

earlier had I not been waiting for nsws of the progress of the 

scheme which we discussed at Honolulu.

It was

There were so many schemes discussed 

then that perhaps it will be simpler if I enclose a copy of the 

memorandum of that subject which I wrote for Hr. Shotwell. The

which I suggest in that memorandum is now being carried

North American and

survey

out by the Harvafd-Yenching Institute.

European institutions ard being dealt with by Harvard University 

and the Chinese by Yenching University (Peking ).

1
4: 'I a

I have

written to Goforth telling him of this, and I hope that when 

the survey gets us the facts, it may be possible to arrange for 

some communication between Hongkong University and the

1
i

I It 1
I
A

universities of Canada, particularly McGill.

:It is almost certain that I shall go 

to Europe this summer leaving here about the midcile of May, and 

it is just possible that I am returning across America, though I 

fear the latter is very unlikely.

j

i
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

TELEPHONE 
NO. 1956 

i SUB-EXCHANGE)

2
FACULTY OF ARTS 

UNIVERSITY OF HONGKONG

With kind regards to yourself, Lady Currie and 

Miss Currie and belated wishes for an extremely happy and 

prosperous New Year. '

.

Be li<?vo me ,

Yours sincerely,

Professor of Political Economy.

Sir Arthur Currie,

McGill University, 

Montreal,

Canada.



_______________ _____________

e
Copy.

Honolulu, T.H. 
July 26, 1927.

Hr. James 1. Shotwe 11, 
Chairman, Research Committee.

Hear Mr. Shotwe 11,

In accordance with the request that you made 
in the last meeting of Research Committee, I should like to 
attempt to set out, in a very "brief way, the scheme for the 
better coordination of the work of universities along the lines 
of communication between northwestern Europe and south China, 
across Canada and the United States.

It so happens that in that great track of 
world movements of goods and persons there lie the institutions 
which belong to all the nations chiefly concerned in the political 
and economic problems of those regions, particularly of China. 
Beginning in Europe, there is in Paris the finest centre for the 
study of the cultural aspects of the Chinese civilisation, and 
at the other end of the same track we have a French outpost in 
the French School of the Far East at Hanoi, where a splendid 
library is kept and where scholars reside for considerable 
periods, collecting material and rendering it available to the 

I am informed that this school is at present suffering 
from lack of funds, and it is probably also suffering from lack 
of coordination with other institutions in China, but as it has 
had at one time or another several professors of the College de 
France upon its staff, it is quite clear that its work is of the 
very highest standard.

world.

Between these two extremes we have London and 
the other English universities where Chinese is studied. Crossing 
the Atlantic we have McGill University, where the Gest Library 
makes a nucleus for Chinese Studies; and in the United States you 
have certain institutions and facilities with which you are more 
familiar than I, including, especially for anthropology, Hawaii.

Continuing on that track we come to the very 
carefully specialised institutions in Japan, the University of 
Tokyo, I believe , being responsible for Chinese studies and having 
what is 14ft of the- Morrison collection as well as Sir Charles 
Eliot’s collection of Oriental books.

Then in China we have institutions at Peking,
Shanghai, Hanko?«r, Canton, and Hong Kong.

My proposal, briefly, is to make a survey of 
the Universities and other learrned institutions on that track, to 
discover what special facilities they offer for study of the 
various aspects of Chinese social phenomena, and to arrange for an 
interchange of research fellows and if possible of the teaching 
staff between China and certain of those institutions which might 
be selected for this purpose . This would have the effect of 
promoting understanding between the British, French, United 
States, Canada, the Japanese and Chinese nations in the field of 
scholarship. It would reproduce, to some extent, the coming and 
going which formerly took place between the European universities 
in the middle ages, and by organising studies in such a way as not 
to duplicate facilities unnecessarily, by arranging carefully for 
the equivalence of courses and residence in these different 
centers, it would be possible to build up gradually a whole corpus 
of research, carried out by members of the various institutions, 
travelling freely, as their studies required, over the whole of 
this track.



2

For instance , the Department of Commerce, at McGill 
University, proposes to provide special courses in the Commerce 
of the Par East, and it allows its candidates for Ph.D. to spend 
a year away from McGill in connection with the studies for the 
doctorate. Under the kind of scheme that I envisage, the McGill 
graduate would come to Shanghai, or Osaka, or Hong Hong," for that 
year; and would place himself under the direction of an institution 
probably the Department of Commerce of the University in one of 
those places. That institution would not keep him in Hong Hong or 
Shanghai or Osaka unless material conditions which he wished to 
study were confined to those places, but would send him out to do 
fiole work in commerce by travelling throughout the area in which 
he was especially interested, with the cooperation of the consular 
commercial offices and such firms as might be induced to take an 
interest in the scheme. Similarly a graduate of, let us say, Hong 
Kong, having taken at least his bachelor's degree, possibly his 
M.A. might go to Canada or the United States or France , and pursue 
a similar course of investigation and study. This scheme would 
apply of course not only to economic studies, but to political 
anu social and anthropological investigations, and there should be 
provisions for the coordination of such studies so as to build up 
a co-reiated and articulated body of knowledge in those fields in 
which knowledge is felt to be most urgently required. It would be 
necessary, of course , to secure that the institutions coned me d 
provided an adequate preliminary college training up to the 
standard Jf the bachelor's degree, but this requirement is no doubt 
easily met throughout the whole system.

. Put this scheme into effect I would suggest that what
-s re quired is first a preliminary survey of the institutions and 
their resources, and the selection of a limited number of such 
institutions for the preliminary application of the scheme. In

SG ?ost of financing such a scheme, I would suggest 
to%eonrr Irom GOmpanie s be appro ched and an attempt made
frnncnnrt^n™ th®m»ana f*om the railway ompanies, special 
as wnni d p nmn " pf±VJ-iGBcs for re search fel ows and such professors 

under the scheme. I have no doubt that if the 
companies ana railway companies wished to do so, they 

™ ™<J ? Ga!i;ly pr0VldG transport facilities at low cost, or at
be° tmîêlliLth T?°m?aSti70ly sma11 numbGr of PG0Plc who would thus

ft might also be necessary to make provision for 
houses at the institutions concerned, in view of the great 

qi nculty that housing presents in some parts of the Hast, and 
a so m oraer to secure that the institutions have the benefit of 
ra ‘®r intimate contact with the visiting members from other
vU Xi UVi X Q •

. 1 forbear to go into greater details at this stage but
simply lay down the general lines of the suggestion that there 
should be a kind of union of universities and of learned 
institutions along the track that I have indicated, with provision 
±or free or very cheap travel, for interchange of research fellows 
and teachers and information. I am convinced that if such an 
interchange become really active it would do very much to bring 
about the state of international mindedness which we desire.

Yours truly,

(Sd.) W.J. Hinton.

BO
H
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THE HEAD OFFICE OF THE

Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada

Montreal

February 11th, 1928.

Sir Arthur Currie,
Principal, McGill University, 
Montreal.

Dear Sir Arthur:
Attached is a copy of a letter 

from Professor Shotwell, in reply to the letter which 
Sir Robert Borden was asked to write him regarding the 
appointment of a Canadian member of the Research 
Committee of the Institute of Pacific Relations.

You will recall that at the meeting 
of the Council on January 30th, the matter was left 
in the hands of the Committee, consisting of yourself, 
Dr. J. w. Dafoe, Col. C. S. Mclnness, Mr. Bowman and 
myself, for action with respect to Dr. Shotwell's reply. 
Will you kindly intimate your wishes in this matter.

Yours very truly,

JN:KF



V* COPY

February 7, 1928

Dear Mr. Nelson,
_ I have a confidential letter from sirRobert Borden, inquiring whether there would be any preference

is some advantage in having a colleague in the eastSoh aiSL°nT to secure a mating
which, 1 think, should be planned in the course of the
oi^Pr of ess or Corbett either lessor MacKenzie
shin in the ïldv,beiîechnically suitable for member-bettei +nh!r>Sn^tt * Î !Ï°uld think it would be fcather 
better to appoint one of these gentlemen rathpr than aresident of British Columbia. It depend a good deal
what sort of problem you will be dealing with thiscoming year. If it is a problem affeJtfng all Canada .
would not”'eJte?e'ttatetlle l00al interest of British Colu oald not enter into the question as it might otherwise.

on

Sincerely yours,

James T. Shotwell.
3 
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February 16th, 19: 8.

•e:

:'V,yO

John üToleon, Esq.,
Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada, 
Montreal, rue.

Dear Ur. ITeIson: —
I have your letter of the 11th

of February.
Uy opinion is that Professor 

Corbett and Professor Mackenzie should be asked 
if they are rilling to servo upon such a Committee. 
If the reply is in the affirmative, re should ask 
Mackenzie first. If one of them expresses a 
willingness to accept and the other declines, we 
are left no choice. If both decline I think we 
should try a little pressura» and if that fails we 
should seek some ono else in the East.

Yours faithfully*

I ,
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m
the head office of the

Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada

Montreal

March 5th, 1928.

Sir Arthur Currie, 
Principal,
McGill University, 
Montreal, que.

Bear Sir Arthur :

The consensus of opinion among the 
members cl the Committee to which was referred the 
selection of the Canadian member of Dr. Shotwell's 
Research Committee, is that he should be selected 
15°“ an Eastern city. The names of Professor Corbett 
ol McGill University, and Professor MacKenzie cf 
ioronto University, have been mentioned by 
m this connection and it ha.s been suggested by one 
memoer of this committee that both should be asked 
ii they would be willing to serve in that capacity 
li selected by the Committee. I have accordingly
written a letter to each,of which the attached is a 
copy.

several

Yours very truly,

JNsKP

■



• copy OP LETT :R SENT TO PRESSOR CORBETT OP MC GILL 
UNIVERSITY AND TO PROFESSOR MACKENZIE OF TORONTO UNIVE SITY.

March 5th, 1928.

Dear Professor :

The Canadian Institute has been 
asked to nominate a Canadian member of the Research 
Committee which has recently been appointed by the 
Institute of Pacific Relations and of which Dr. 
Shotwell is the Chairman.

After consulting with Dr. Shotwell, 
it has been thought advisable that the Canadian 
representative should be a resident of one of the 
Eastern cities, in order that he could be readily 
consulted. Your name has been suggested, among 
others in this connection by the Canadian Council 
and by the Committee to which the matter has been 
referred. I should like to be advised if you are 
willing to serve in that capacity. ^

The Committee has little or no 
information as to the character of the work or to 
what extent the members will be required to give 
time to its deliberations. It is presumed however, 
that the work can be undertaken without interfering 
with the regular duties of its members. //ill you be 
good enough to let &e know as quicftly as possible if 
you will be available for this work should the Com
mittee ask you to undertake it?

Yours very truly,

(Sgd.) John Nelson.

JN:KF



February 16th, 19S8 •

Dean 2. V/. Brock,
University of British Columbia, 
Vancouver, £. C.

Bear Bean Brock.*-

A fer weeks ago I attended a 
neeting of the Canadian Council of the Canadian 
Institute of International Affairs. At that 
meeting it was stated by Kr. Kelson and Sir Robert 
Borden that they had written to you and asked you 
if you would, be willing to serve as the Canadian 
member of the Research Committee of the Institute 
of Pacific Relations, 
which Dr. Shotwell of Hew York is Chairman. Sir 
Robert announced, that you had expressed a willing
ness to serve and he asked that your selection be 
confirmed.

Yhis is tho Committee of

I questioned the wisdom of asking 
you to act, and I know, Brock, you will understand 
there was nothing personal in my remarks, I pointed 
out that Shotwell lived in ITew York and that the 
majority of the members of his Committee lived close 
enough to Hew York to make it possible for them to 
attend any meetings which Shotwell might call. I 
know his Committee has already met more than once 
since the Honolulu Conference. I do not think it 
would have been possible for you to have attended any 
meeting unless you made a special trip from Vancouver
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Doan Brock 2 -

to !Te York, and I doubt whether it would have been 
worth your time to do so, to say nothing of the 
expense. I suggested that some one living either 
in Toronto or Montreal should be recommended and,
I think, you will agree with that suggestion* The 
arses of Professor HacKensie of Toronto and Professor 

Corbett of I'oGill were mentioned, either of whom,
I think, would make a good member of the Committee*

I thought I would write to you, 
Brock, and tell you just v/hat I said and give you 
my reasons for saying it. Once more let me assure 
you, and I know you will believe me, that the only 
reason why I questioned the advisability of your 
appointment was the fact that you lived in Vancouver.

V'ith all good wishes, I am,

Yours faithfully.

Principal•



THE UNIVERSITY OF B^SH COLUMBIA 

Vancouver - CanadaFACULTY OF APPLIED SCIENCE

OFFICE OF THE DEAN

March 20, 1928.

Sir Arthur T. Currie, G.C.M.G.,K.C.B., 

President and Vice Chancellor, 

McGill University,

Montreal.

Dear Sir Arthur :

I must apologize for the delay in answering your 

kind letter of February 16. 

to my private correspondence.

I have been too busy to attend 

I appreciated very much your 

kindness in writing me and I understand and approve of your

action. This is the only thing to do in view of the 

American Committee being centred about Mew York, 

the great disabilities of living in the West is that one is 

cut off from eastern contacts.

One of

While the composition of the American Committee 

makes your action necessary, I doubt their wisdom in confining 

their Conmittee to easterners, for naturally the Pacific Coast 

is more interested in Pacific problems and might perhaps have 

a more accurate conception of the nature of these problems.

With best wishes,

Yours sincerely,

Vf(K. <: C’ A- 74/7
x «

Dean.



AMERICAN COUNCIL 
INSTITUTE OF PACIFIC RELATIONS

OFFICERS
Ray Lyman Wilbur, Chairman 
Miss Ada M. Comstock, Vice-Chairman 
Thomas W. Lamont, Vice-Chairman 
Jerome D. Greene,Tr 
Edward C- Carter, Secretary

COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN129 East 52d Street, New York City
(Top Floor) Jerome D. Greene, Finance 

William H. Kilpatrick, Education 
James T. Shotwell, Researcheasitrer

Telephone, Plaza 4700

March 15, 1928.

Dear Arthur,

At the last meeting of the American Research Committee, 
we voted to ask Professor Mears to make a study of the 
shipping between the United States ports on the Pacific 
and the Orient. I asked the Committee's approval of my 
writing to you to inquire whether Canada would like to 
have Vancouver included in the study along with Seattle, 
Portland, San Francisco and Los Angeles. If so, it would 
probably add about ;>300 to the cost of the study. JU* ^UA
jfdlj ft A/wCAt/<—3 ^

Are you Interested?

Sincerely yours,uu^
Ja es T. Shotwell.

General Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G., K. C.B. 
McGill University 
Montreal, Canada.

81
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March 19th, 1928.

Professor Janes T. Shotwell, 
405 est 117th Street,
ÎÎ9V/ York City.

Dear J im : ~

^ Replying to your letter of
tue loth of Jaroh with reference to the study 
to be made by Professor 'Tears. Ï shall refer 
the matter to the Canadian Council for
action. theirI think a study of shipping from 
-ritiah Columbia to the Orient should be 
in ITeare* report.

1
included

All good wishes.

Yours faithfully.4

k

I

ÿM
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Earoh 19th, 1928.

John "oison, Esq.,0/. 5un Life Assurance Company, 
Montreal, ''ue.

Dear Hr. Eels on:-
I am forwarding herewith

copy of a letter received from Professor "hotwell.
Hy opinion is that it would he a useful thing to have British Columbia shipping 

included In tho Hoarsf report„ hut where the money 
is coming from I do not know.

Yours faithfully.

■IÜ



COPY FOR Sir Arthur Currie

March 20, 1§28

prof. Norman A. Mackenzie 
Baldwin House 
University of Toronto 
Toronto 5, Ont.

Dear prof. MacKenzie:

It is the wish of the Committee to whom 
the matter was referred that you should rep
resent the Canadian Institute on the Research 
Committee of the Institute of Pacific Relations, 
fe are glad to already have your assurance that 
you will act in this capacity.

I have a note from Dr. Shotwell of the date 
of March 12th stating that he wishes to get on 
at once with the work of this Committee. I am 
advising him of your appointment and will be glad 
if you would in turn communicate with him at once. 
His address is: Prof. J. T. Shotwell, American 
Council, Institute of Pacific Relations, 129 East 
52nd Street, New York, ÏÏ.Y.

Very truly yours,

JN:CG



San Francisco, California, 
March 21, 1928.

Sir Arthur Currie,
Chancellor, McGill University, 
Montreal, Canada.

My dear Sir Arthur:

Before sailing for Hawaii I want to send you 
a word of hearty appreciation of the hospitality of 
the evening meeting which I was privileged to share 
in your home, not long ago.

It is most significant for the future of our 
international project that such men as gathered together 
that evening are finding time to regularly discuss and 
study Canada's international problems.

The interest shown in the other Canadian 
branches duplicates in a measure that of the Montreal

I had most interesting and profitable meetingsgroup.
with each of the other branches in Canada and am return
ing to Hawaii with a better understanding than before 
of the Canadian outlook and interests in regard to the 
problems of the Pacific.
to so widely extend my circle of Institute friends.

It has been a privilege too

With hearty appreciation of the splendid leader
ship which you are giving the Canadian work, I am

Mose sincerely yours,

J-



THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

Telephone : Regent 6906-7.

Inland Telegrams “Areopagus Piggy London.” 

Foreign Telegrams: “Areopagus London.”

CHATHAM HOUSE,

10, ST. JAMES’S SQUARE, 
LONDON, S.W.1.

January 17th 1928

Dear Sir Arthur Currie ;
Curtis thinks you might be interested in 

the enclosed copy of a letter he has had from 
Sir Joseph Flavelle.

/Yours sincerely

General
Sir Arthur Currie G.C.M.G. K.C.B.
3450 Me Tavish Street
Montreal

l

mi
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Joseph Flavelle toE^fcractioa from letter from

!r Curtis. dated Toronto. December 17th. 1926.

Some two months ago, Dr vu, Special Representative 

to Washington, of the Nationalist Government in China,

I called upon him at his hotel. Later invisited Toronto.
the day, I was one of a company who lunched with him at Gov-

Following the luncheon, he outlined the new-emraent House.
Xy constructed form of administration, and the method of its 
selection, which had come into effect ten days previously.

When I returned to theOf couse we were all interested.

office, I dictated a memo embodying what I understood to be

Quite unexpectedly, he called at mywhat he had told us.
office before the day closed, and we had an hour or more of

I took advantage of his visit to readconversation together, 
to him what I had dictated covering his statement after lun-

He asked me to read some of the pages two, three and 

four times over, and then said, " That is substantially what 

I told him that I had made the memo, for personal

cheon.

I said".
refe;ence, and that I would make no use of it in a manner

I have no doubt that you

I ven-

whieh would lead to its publicity, 

have had the same material before you long ere this.

ture, however, to incorporate it herewith for your personal 

reading. The memo reads as follows:

"Visiting Toronto, Dr Wu, with hie wife, Mrs.

Wu, were entertained at luncheon by the Lieutenait-Governor 

and rrs Ross, and the following is the substance of my 

understanding of the conversation we had together. Mr.
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Rowell, His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor, and Mr Wilson 
(one of the Vice-Presidents of the Board of Trade> 

also present.
were

Dr Wu is the third generation in his family 
to take an English education,and to pass through Inns of 
Court Law School, and in consequence, qualified to plead 
in the Courts of Great Britain, 
father took this course.

His father and his grand-
Dr Yu took his Common School and 

Collegiate Institute training in the United States. Going
to England, he became a graduate of London University, and
later took his law at Innés of Court.

In answer to questions concerning the character 
of the Government of the nationalist Party, he said in 
substance as follows :

xhe Nationalist Party, Kuomintang, recast its organ
isation for government, and the plan adopted became effec
tive on October 10th. The Party will meet in Convention 
annually, or if from unforeseen circumetances, once in two 

Tue members of the Convention will be chosen atyears. a
gathering of the P&rty supporters in each Province in 

Por the purpose of securing s till widerChina. represen
tation , it constitutes Chinese supporters of Kuomintang 
(The Nationalist Party) who are resident in foreign coun
tries, a Province for the purpose of choosing ten repre

sentatives for the Nationalist Convention. For instance.
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the Chinese in Canada, from Halifax, to Victoria, who are 
in sympathy with the Nationalist movement, will meet at 
some central point, either in person or by proxy, 
this meeting, a selection will be made of ten of their 
number, duly constituted to go to China and sit in at the 
Convention.

it

The Convention selects an Executive Committee, 
who are vested with authority to act for the Convention 
between its meetings. This Executive is authorized 
to select a Council of sixteen members, presided over 
by a Chairman. The Council selects from its membership 
the heads of five departments: (l) Legislative; (2) Ad
ministrative; (3) Judiciary; (4) Examination; (5) Cen- 
sorate •- (Power of impeachment and audit.)

The Department that chiefly interests for
eigners is the Administrative, which in substance, deals 
with most of the problems associated with Government

These Departments have a number of 
Administration has ten Ministers, one of 

which, of course, is a Minister of Foreign Affairs.
The Legislature enacts law, passes budgets, etc.

”Dr Vu indicated that this organization 
took a good deal of the form of the Fascist scheme in Italy, 
without the centralization of authority in a person as in 
ussolini. Authority centres in the Council of sixteen.

as
we understand it.
Ministries.

f « n

par-
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He explained, that it was practically impossible to have 
an Assembly chosen by the vote of the people, which could
possibly have representatives who would be qualified to 
exercise the authority vested in Legislature as we ander-

Two-thirds of their people are illiterate, and 
a widely extended franchise is not possible.
stand it.

He explained.
that any plan under existing conditions in China must be

Hot temporary in the sense that 
it would change soon, but that the work of reconstruction, 
the establishment of schools, the finding of teachers, 
that enormous masses of their pfeople will have the benefit 
of education, will necessarily be a slow development.

Moreover, there is the difficulty of inter-com
munication, and an easy method for enforcing the authority 
of a Government constitutionally elected as we understand 
it, when access to many of the Provinces is so difficult, 
and the power of enforcing the authority of central Govern-

looked upon as temporary.

ment may be equally difficult.
He states that in what they have now done in 

this organisation, which only became effective on October 
10th (nine days ago), they have sought to lend the great

est authority possible to Government having regard to ex
isting conditions.

There is only one Party, as we understand it, 

The general Nationalist sentimenta Nationalist Party.
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in all the Provinces is immediately the power behind the 

It cannot be stated in exact terms, or equallyThrone.

influential in all parts, but as the Government is the 

outcome of selected Nationalist representatives to the 

Party Convention, which in turn, through its Bxecutive 

Committee, chooses its Council of Sixteen, which in turn 

chooses the heads of the Pive Departments of Government, 

which in turn administer these Departments (being respon

sible to the Council of Sixteen), it is hoped and believed

that gradually the authority of central Government will

If as in Anglo-Saxon countries they 

become to believe in two Parties, or in some other repre-

become established.

sentative system, in due coarse the change will come by 

evolution, the evolution being effected by education, not 

only in schools and colleges, but education which will give 

free interchange between the people of various Provinces,

It may be thatas means of communies tion become extended, 

the Nationalist party itself will elect to have political 

faith in two or more groups, who will select representatives 

to the Legislature, and gradually Government responsible

that, however,the pre

sent organ!zation is seeking to do is to interpret how best 

to bring the power behind the Throne, the Nationalist senti

ment in all Provinces, in support of central Government, 

which in turn, in collaboration with the Provinces, will

directly to the people may emerge.
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work out systerns of taxation and other national 

for the common benefit of the whole, 

arily will be slow, 

in the act of exercising it.

measures

The progress necess-

The art of government will develop

It was pointed out to Dr Wu that foreign 

communities interested in China, for the most part were
sympathetic with their National aspirations, but that they 

concerned in the unsettled conditions in 

the absence of authority in Government for

were the country,

the protection
of life and property, and to ensure the fulfilment of ob

ligations undertaken by the Government. They have feared
that some other uprising under some ambitious leader or 
leaders might follow, and that property and rights which 

had been surrendered to the Nationalist Government as con- 

recognized by their successor whostituted, would not be 

through force of arms had assumed control of the country, 
and might exploit it for the benefit of himself and his
immediate associates.

Dr Wu said - 'It is hoped that the authority 

as now constituted, may not be challengedof Government 

by armed forces; that the lines of differences which 

may come win be differences of view as to the character 

of Government, in which case the safety will lie in 

changes which 

ditions.*"
are made to meet new or developing con-
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"’What we are seeking to do is to govern in 

the best way that is possible at the present time, and 

to learn from experience, and to feel the influence of 

an ever-broadening body of educated opinion which will 

orese for such changes as seem to them desirable.

I am not clear why Dr Va called upon me.

Possibly it was in answer to a Chinese custom, but while to

gether we at once fell into conversation about the position 

of Christian Foreign Universities in China* The Nationalist 

movement, and subsequently the Nationalist Government, from 

the first has pressed for Begistration of these Universit

ies, setting forth terms of registration which have been ar

bitrary, and to seme, of us very unreasonable. After Dr Wu 

left, I diets,ted a short memo covering what I had said to 

him in response to two questions which he put. I copy from 

the memo as foliowe:-

"Dr Wu, you ask me two things -

1. Will we consent to abandon 'compulsory attendance 
at religious exercieee?

2. Will we register with the Nationalist Government?

In answer to the first: We have already dir

ected that attendance at religious exercises is not com

pulsory in the University. In answer to the second: We 

have been in trouble because the spirit of the educational 

regulations of the Nationalist Government is foreign to
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our conception of fair treatment. They are couched in 
language which we could not use in Canada, the United 

States, or ireat Britain, to any foreign body who de

sired to carry on col Lege work in our respective countries. 

If I may speak frankly, they bear the appearance not 

much of a considered view of what is just and fair, as
so

propaganda waich may influence your people to understand 

you do not hesitate to put the foreigner in his place. 
Further, under your regulations, the Boards of Canada, 

the Jnited States and Great Britain, associated with Un

iversities and Colleges in China, or, as in our case, a 

composite board representing these three countries, be

come a finance Committee to collect money for expenditure 

in China by a board under Chinese control, holding inde

pendent administrative mower. Hence, in consenting to
Registration, we should take a leap in the dark, as your
requirements in essentials, are one-sided, and bear a 

close relation to the tyrannous." 

it this way to you, Dr ’Vu:
I said, "Let me put 

You are a lawyer. As a
graduate at Innés of Court you have a right to practise at 

the Bar in Great Britain. If a British Board of one of 
the Universities who were clients of y jure , presented this

set of regulations, and asked for your advice, what would 

you say?" Ajftar some delay, he said, "If the matter c ,uld 
be discussed as you and I are discussing it, there would be
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no difficulty."

And so we left it, after having had some two hours of 

friendly, t,ood-tempered conversation.

Notwithstanding my earnest orotest, at the 

time I made it I believed .Vest China Jnion University would 

have to agree to registration, which has been so commonly 

agreed to by the Universities under control of Boards

During the past year we have headed 

the matter off by registering with the provincial author

ities, in the Province of Szechuan, for as I think you 

know, we are in that remote western Province, which borders 

The President of the University was home on furlough. 

Vhile the majority of our Board favoured concurring in the 

Nationalist demand, they accented the view of the Chairman 

and other members, who thought it advisable to have a report 

from our own President before taking action, 

reasonable request, inasmuch as the President returned to 

China last June.

in the United States.

Tibet.

This was a

Tnis morning's papers contain a despatch in

dicating tnat an important reaction lias developed against 

tne present Nationalist body, special mention being made of 

the Province of Szechuan. The following is from a letter

Union University, writ-from the President of the West China 

Sen from Peking under date of November 12th:
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"In China once nore, and beginning to feel at
home. At oresent, I am with Bishop Grose here in Peking.
I arrived last Priday night, and am hoping to start for 
Shanghai tomorrow. I have already visited Peking University
(Yenching), and discovered some of their problems. They
were formerly registered under the Peking Government. 
It is now rumoured that their registration is null and
v id . They have no decision in the matter, 
compelled to go through the entire 
tion again.

and may be
procedure of registra- 

I believe our aegistration problem in Szech
uan is not so difficult as that here. Here they are re
garded as not being registered...................

file President returned to China by way of los- 
He furthercow. says:

Having friends living in ioscow, I managed to 
see and hear most of the things that I 
about

desired to learn
• I am very glad that I went by way of Moscow. I 

®m quite certain that 
sian troubles, 
the exhibit of the China

we are not at the end of our Rue-
As a private favour, I was shown through

Thisproletarian revolution, 
is an exhibit in îoscow, which is intended to reveal 
China's suffering at the hands of foreign powers, princi-
pally <»reat Britain, and the humanity on the part of Rus
sia in coming to the assistance of China. The person who
wae explaining the exuibit added, because of the treachery
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of General Chiang Kia Chek, the Nationalist party had turned

upon Russian, and slaughtered thousands of her own people, 

so that now they, Russia, were compelled to work under

ground, which they were doing."

"....  I find two main channels of thought as I

come through Manchuria and over into China. . One, - that 

now that the Nationalist G o verm en t really spoke for China, 

we might expect a period of peace and progress such as China 

has neverk known, at least in the last decade. Another,

that a recurrence of trouble, very much after the order of 

the former troubles, is certain to cone, perhaos in months, 

perhaps in a year or two, and also with the possible danger 

of conflict with Japan. There is always doubt enough in 

the political situation in China to make it intensely in

teresting.”

* :\



pacific council 
F. W. Eggleston. Australia 
Sir Robert l. Borden. Canada 
David Z. T. Yui. China,

SECOND VICE-CHAIRMAN 
Lionel Curtis. Great Britain 
JUNNOSUKE INOUYE, JAPAN.

FIRST vice-chairman 
Sir James Allen. New Zealand 
ray Lyman Wilbur. United States 

CHAIRMAN
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treasurer

INSTITUTE OF PACIFIC RELATIONS
HONOLULU, HAWAII

CENTRAL SECRETARIAT 
J. Merle Davis, general secretary

Associates
Hawkling Yen. administration 
Charles F. Loomis, conference 
J. B. Condliffe. research 
Elizabeth Green, editor 
Isabelle Clark, librarian 
Marguerite c. Miller, office manager

* May 17, 1929

Cable Address 
"INPAREL"

Sir Arthur Currie 
McGill University 
Montreal, Canada

Dear Sir Arthur :

.. . _ 1 believe you will be interested to learn
tuat^ur. Hawkling Yen, Associate General Secretary of the 
Institute of Pacific Relations, will be a visitor in 
Montreal probably during the early part of June. Dr. Yen 
is awaiting word from Mr. John Nelson before completing 
arrangements for his Canadian trip.

I have given Dr. Yen a letter of introduction 
co you and nope very much that you will be In Montreal 
during his visit and that he will be able to meet you.

_ , v-en bas recently joined the Secretariat
o- the Institute and brings to it a background of many 
^ea- s experience in the .Foreign Office of China. He has 
represented China at the League of Nations, was for a time 
President of Tsing Hua University, and was Secretary 
General of the Chinese Delegation at the Vifashington Dis
armament Conierence in 1921 and Secretary of the Inter
national Tariff Revision Commission in Peking, 1925-1926.

Very sincerely yours,

JMD-k

m



INSTITUTE OF PACIFIC RELATIONS ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
Frank C. Atherton, chairman 
Arthur L. Dean, vice-chairman 
Romanzo Adams 
Robbins b. Anderson 
Herbert E. Gregory 
Tasuku Harada 
S. C. Lee 
Hugh C. Tennent 
Charles a. Wong

PACIFIC COUNCIL 
F. W. Eggleston. Australia 
Sir Frederick Whyte. Britain 
Sir Robert L. Borden. Canada 
David Z. T. Yui. China.

second vice-chairman 
Junnosuke Inouye. Japan.

first vice-chairman 
Sir James Allen. New Zealand 
Ray Lyman Wilbur. United States 

chairman
Frank C. Atherton. Hawaii 

treasurer

HONOLULU, HAWAII

1938.November 7
Cable Address 

"INPAREL"J. merle Davis, general secretary 
Charles F. Loomis.

associate general secretary 
J. B. Condliffe. research secretary 
Elizabeth Green. Editor

General Sir Arthur Currie, 
President and Vice-Chancellor, 
McGill University,
Montreal, Quebec,
Canada.

•r-T ;•}'

Dear Sir Arthur:
Now that the Proceedings of the 1937 Conference of the 

Institute of Pacific Relations are available in book form and 
presumably have been read and criticized by most of the members 
attending that conference, I should welcome from you an expression 
of opinion concerning method of treatment, content and presenta
tion adopted in the report. Any criticisms or suggestions you 

to offer will be extremely valuable in considering plans 
for the recording of future conferences.

There are certain considerations determining the form 
of the 1937 report which I will briefly outline in this connection. 
The problem of holding a balance between a literal conference re
port and a book of reference with some permanent value was 
plicated by inadequate stenographic reporting and by the^ fact that 
as many as four round tables were discussing the same subject con
currently. It was further complicated by the necessity for 
anonymity as far as round table discussions were concerned, and 
in certain cases the assumption of historic and other facts not 
stated in the round tables which were necessary for a full under
standing of the discussion.

The form in which the proceedings were finally published 
was modelled upon the Survey of International Affairs, which is 
produced in somewhat similar fashion from the discussions of the 
Royal Institute of International Affairs, and the hope has been 
expressed that this and succeeding volumes may in the future take 
their place with tnat Survey and the Survey of American Foreign 
Policy to be issued by the Council on For eign Relations as a 
standard work of reference in its field. In view of the rapid 
maturing of plans for the next conference to be held at Kyoto in 
November, 1939, I should greatly appreciate an early reply to 
this letter. For convenience I attach a list of questions which 
have already been raised, but I trust that you will feel free to 
forward your criticisms and suggestions in any form that seems 
best to you.

■

may care
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e JMD/d Very sincerely yours,It
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QUESTIONS
"opening statements" be printed as part of the

3. Should the data papers be printed separately in documentary 
as in the present book, or as appendices to eacn a

1. Should the
conference record?

section 
cussion chapter ?

3. Should the report be published in two volumes, the f^st con
taining the digest of round table discussions, and the secona, 
carrying the documentary material ?

4. Should all conference documents be printed or only a selection r
5. Should the documents printed be confined to papers presented 

through the official conference machinery?
6. Have you any other suggestions concerning the general form ana 

arrangement of the book?

Should the round tables be reported:7.

credited to and certified by eachAs verbatim reports 
speaker?

a.

impersonal dialogue in the form adopted in chapter 
"The Future of the Institute"?

b. As an
11

c. As in chapter 1, in the form of a relative 
the chief issues and agreements brought up 
tables?

Have you any suggestions whereby the reports may retain more of 
the individuality and atmosphere of round table discussion h 
maintaining clarity and precision?
What are your impressions regarding the suitability of the pric~. 
the binding, style of print and general format of the doo , 
including illustrations?

8.

9.

the circulation and dis-Have. you suggestions as to policies for 
tribution of the book?

Please add any other criticisms or 
book which may occur to you.

10.

suggestions concerning the11.Ut;:
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EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
CANADIAN INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

Ottawa, Ont. 
Winnipeg, Man. 
Montreal, Que. 
Montreal, Que.

Rt. Hon. Sir R. L. Borden 
Dr. J. W. Dafoe 
John Nelson 
F. N.Southam

Chairman
Vice-Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer

C. A. Bowman, Ottawa, Ont.
Stanley Brent, Vancouver, B.C.
Dean R. W. Brock, Vancouver, B.C.
Sir Arthur W. Currie, G.C.M.G., K.C.B., Montreal, Que. 
Sir Joseph Flavelle. Bart., Toronto. Ont.
Col. C, S. MacInnes, K.C., Toronto, Ont.
Dr. John MacKay, Winnipeg, Man.
Prof. R .A. MacKay, Halifax, N.S.
Dr. Henry Munro, Halifax, N.S.
L. B. Ring, Regina, Sask.
Hon. N. W. Rowell, K.C., Toronto, Ont. ,
R. W. Shannon, K.C., Regina, Sask.

Office of the Secretary
SUN LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA
MONTREAL, Que.

September 27th, 1929.

Sir Arthur Currie., 
Principal,
McGill University, 
Montreal, Que.

Dear Sir Arthur:
Sj I am off for Kyoto to-night, but cannot go without 

expressing to you the appreciation that I think all of us 
in the Institute feel, for the great help you have been in 
bringing it and more particularly the Montreal branch, to 
its present condition. You will notice by this morning’s 
Gazette that there are forty-four Canadians attending the 
conference - an astounding thing which would have been in
conceivable a few years ago. 
due to the Canadian Institute, but the Institute has had a 
big share in promoting this new international spirit and you 
have had an important part in bringing it about.

I am sorry that you are not able to come with us 
this year, but I trust that by the time another conference 
comes around, you will be fully restored and perhaps not as 
badly time-bound as you are at present.

I am sending for your information a complete set of 
the conference and delegation papers which have gone through 
the hands of Professor Norman MacKenzie and the Research Com
mittee. That of Sir Robert and the one on the Gest Library 
will be printed, in their final form, but the present copies 
are for the immediate use of the delegation.

We are taking a library of about three hundred books 
and documents, so the erudition of the party should be greatly 
increased before the end of the voyage.

With kind regards, I am

in
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This result has not all been
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Yours very sincerely, ;
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PACIFIC COUNCIL 
F. w. Eggleston. Australia 
Sir Robert L. Borden. Canada 
David Z. T. Yui. China. 

vice-chÀirman
Lionel Curtis, Great Britain 
JUNNOSUKE INOUYE, JAPAN, 

CHAIRMAN
Sir James Allen. New Zealand 
Jerome D. Greene, United States 
Frank C. Atherton, Hawaii, 

treasurer

INSTITUTE OF PACIFIC RELATIONS CENTRAL SECRETARIAT 
J. Merle Davis, general secretary

HONOLULU, HAWAII Associates
HAWKL1NG Yen. administration 
Keichi Yamasaki, administration 
Charles F. Loomis, conference
J. B. CONDLIFFE, RESEARCH
Elizabeth Green, editor 
Isabelle Clark, librarian 
Marguerite C. Miller, office manager

December 30, 1929.
Cable Address 
"INPAREL"

Sir Arthur Currie 
3450 McTavish St. 
Montreal, Canada

Dear Sir Arthur:

We have not yet heard from you in answer to our recent letter concern
ing PACIFIC AFFAIRS. Perhaps your answer is now in the mails, or you 
may have been too busy to drop us a line -- but this is just a brief 
letter to say v/e have held your name upon our list for the new January 
"Conference Number."

May we ask you to return the enclosed card to us in the next mail? We 
feel confident in saying that you are going to be very much pleased with 
the new magazine. During the coming year authoritative articles will 
appear upon the various vital issues now smouldering in the Pacific 
area, and knowing the sincere interest you have taken in the past 
are sure you will want to keep abreast of the trend of these problems.

As PACIFIC AFFAIRS steps over from the field of a free Institute jour
nal to that of the paid magazine, there are, naturally, more complex 
problems to be faced. We believe, however, that there is a definite 
need for a magazine entirely devoted to serious study of the Pacific 
area, and by putting PACIFIC AFFAIRS upon a paid basis, we will be en
abled to increase the value and scope of its content, 
place, therefore, to make a personal appeal to you, as one long in
terested in the work of the Institute, hoping that you will want to 
see PACIFIC AFFAIRS succeed in its new policy? Your renewed subscrip
tion will mean a great deal towards that success.

wei

Is it out of

I

Extending the season’s greetings, I am

Sincerely yours,

Nathalia Walker 
ASSOCIATE EDITORNW:GG
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Thank you for your letter of
December 30th.

I am clad to subscribe for 
"Pacific Affairs" for another year, and 
an enclosing bank ir- " for "'2.00 herewith.

Cordially reciprocating your
good wishes,

X an.

Brer yours faithfully.

My dear Miss Talker,

His s Uathalla Talker,
The Institute of Pacific Relations, 
Honolulu, Hawaii.
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25th January, 19 3 0
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The Council of Inquiry Into Far Eastern Affairs

Head Office

Mainichi Building 
Dojima, Osaka 

Japan

Hikoichi Motoyama
President of the Council

Branch Office

Nichi Nichi Building
Manunouchi, Tokyo 

Japan

The Council of Inquiry into Far Eastern Affairs—To-A Chosakai—was founded in June 1929
sponsored by Mr. Hikoichi Motoyama, the president of the Osaka Mainichi and the Tokyo Nichi 
Nichi Publishing Company. These two papers are maintained under this company’s management, 
one being published in the heart of Japan’s economic life, the City of Osaka, the other in the 
centre of its political activities, Tokyo. They are two greatest newspapers in the country.

Ihe organization of the Council is largely made up of the leading members of the staffs of 
these two papers—those who are particularly concerned with, or especially well versed in the 
affair of the Far East. In addition, a large number of eminent statesmen, diplomats, scholars 
and businessmen accepted the invitation to join the Council in various capacities, such as ad
visers, councillors, etc. The Council, of course, is an independent organization from either the 
Osaka Mainichi or the Tokyo Nichi Nichi.

The principal object of the Council is to promote the peace and welfare of the Far East 
through systematic investigation of existing conditions and dissemination of the results through
out the world. In this way, it is hoped, the Council may contribute towards the formation of 
enlightened public opinion first of all among the Japanese whose cultural and economic life is 
inseparably bound up with that of the Far East in general. At the same time, fully conscious 
of the organic interrelation existing among different peoples and countries, the Council hopes 
to obtain the sympathetic cooperation of the international public in furtherance of its plans and 
purposes.

At this moment the Council feels greatly concerned about the persistent political and so
cial unrest throughout China. Far from striving to impart order and prosperity to the country 
wearied by prolonged civil strife, the Chinese militarists are busy with their destructive activi
ties, designed merely for the aggrandizement of their private power and influence. It is to be 
feared that unless they are restrained in time, the damage caused to national industry, educa
tion, means of transportation and communication, and all other national institutions will become 
irretrievable.

The welfare of China with its territory of over four million square miles and its popula
tion of over four hundred million is a matter of serious concern to all other nations of the world. 
Its bearing upon Japan is particularly direct and important, due to geographical propinquity, 
cultural affinity and economic inter-dependence. The Japanese people, therefore, have always 
taken the keenest interest in the well-being of their continental neigbours and have not spared 
their efforts in assisting them in their work of national reconstruction. They will do so in the 
future as they have done in the past.

The time is gone, however, when any nation may claim a monopoly in helping the Chinese 
in their national distress. On the one hand the magnitude of the task has become too vast for



isolated endeavour ; on the other hand the unity of nations has grown too close to permit such 
exclusionism. It is high time, the Council believes, for leading nations to commence joint ef
forts for exercising their best influence in helping the Chinese people out of their present sad 
predicament.

Being deeply concerned with the actual state of affairs in China and sincerely desirous of 
seeing the country promptly emerge from chaos and march along the road to political unity and 
economic development, the Council passed a resolution at its general meeting on February 8, 
1930. The resolution is hereby published with a hope that it will receive the serious consideration 
of the international public as representing the views of those who are well acquainted with the 
situation and who are sincere well-wishers of the Chinese people.

Preamble
Notwithstanding the fact that the situation in the Far East in recent years has been gra

dually assuming a pacific aspect in comparison with that of some years ago, in China alone 
the political disturbances and the general unrest show no indication of immediate stabilization. 
Not only is the situation hampering the normal growth of industries in China but the other 
nations concerned are deprived of sharing the benefit of the mutual prosperity accruing from 
trade and commerce.

This unsettled condition in China is not the concern of China alone : it involves the whole 
Far East. Especially does the fact that the military cliques in China are contesting for supre
macy by armed force and creating ceaseless interior disturbances, run directly counter to the 
spirit in which China joined the signatories of the Kellogg anti-War Treaty.

We urgently hope to see the Chinese Government and its people make a united effort for 
the peaceful unification of the country and for its economic construction. The Council of In
quiry Into Far Eastern Affairs, conscious of the present situation in China, has resolved on the 
following problems and expects to carry them out in the hope of bringing peace and happiness 
to the Far East.

Resolution No. 1
(a) On Guaranteeing Land and Sea Communications at the Time of Civil Turmoils in China.
Enormous losses are being suffered not only by the Chinese themselves but also by the for

eign residents in China from the almost continued internal disturbances in China of late years. 
In order to eradicate the cause of such losses and to develop industrial activities in China, we 
believe that the establishment of guaranteeing the land and sea communications is a most ef
fective policy. The Council hereby urges the authorities at home and abroad to formulate a de
finite plan to assure the safe maintenance of such communications at the time of civil warfare.

(b) On the Abolition of Extraterritoriality.
We endorse in principle the abolition of extraterritoriality which China has been aspiring 

to effect for many years. As to the Chinese plan of carrying out the abolition by China’s own 
will, we regard the step as still premature in view of the present conditions in China.
Council proposes therefore that China, basing her action upon international justice and faith, 
should carry out a plan for the gradual solution of the problem, and the Council declares its 
aim to be to the realization of that end.

(c) On the Anti-Foreign Movement in China.
The Chinese boycott of foreign goods and the anti-foreign movement have overstepped the 

sphere of an economic issue and are being kept up politically, causing a standing menace and

The
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material loss to the foreign industrialists in China as well as to the Chinese merchants and in
dustrialists themselves.

Means to meet this anti-foreign movement has been studied by different parties, but so
far no thoroughgoing policy has been offered. In view of the serious nature of the Sino-Japa- 
nese economic relations, the Council declares the urgent need for a speedy and definite solution 
of the problem.

Resolution No. 2
On Japanese Fishing in Russian waters.
The Soviet Government, on the basis of the “10-year plan for fisheries in the Far East” 

recently established, seems to be trying to exclude the Japanese fishermen from the Russian 
waters by the strength of its national situation. Meantime, the Japanese fishermen 
of dissension among themselves

on account
on the verge of having their fishery rights wrested from 

them. Our fishing industry in Russian waters is facing an unprecedented crisis.
We advise the authorities and those concerned with the fishing industry to decide

aggressive measures of developing the industry and for guaranteeing the security of the 
prise.

are

on more 
enter-

The members of The Council of Inquiry into Far Eastern Affairs—To-A Chosakai 
follows :—
Advisers: —

Count Keigo Kiyoura, ex-Prime Minister.
Viscount Minoru Saito, Governor-General of Chosen.
Count Yasuya Uchida, ex-Foreign Minister.
General Kazunari Ugaki.
Baron Gonsuke Hayashi, ex-Ambassador to London.
Prince Fumimaro Konoe, member of the House of 

Peers.
Marquis Moritatsu Hosokawa, member of the House 

of Peers.
Mr. I-ichiro Tokutomi, member of the House of Peers.
Mr. Junnosuke Inoue.
Mr. Kozui Otani, ex-chief abbot of the Nishi Honganji 

Temple.
President:—

Mr. Hikoichi Motoyama, President of the Osaka 
Mainichi Company.

Chief of Board of Directors: —
Mr. Motosuke Kido, executive director of the Osaka 

Mainichi.
Managing Directors:—

Mr. Kokichi Okazaki, managing editor of the Tokyo 
Nichi Nichi.

Mr. Kan-ichi Narazaki, editorial adviser of the Osaka 
Mainichi.

Councillors: —
Mr. Mikio Kunuki.
Dr. Unokichi Hattori.
Lieut.-Gen. Rihachiro Banzai, member of the House 

of Peers.

—are as

Dr. Minoru Oka, vice-President of the Osaka Mainichi 
Company.

Mr. Shmtaro Okumura, managing editor of the Osaka 
Mainichi.

Mr. Toshihiko Kawakami.
Dr. Matsuichiro Takayanagi.
Mr. Rita Takagi, managing director of the Osaka 

Mainichi Company.
Mr. Shingoro Takaishi, editor-in-chief of the Osaka 

Mainichi and Tokyo Nichi Nichi.
Rear-Admiral Shigeji Nakasato.
Dr. Torajiro Naito.
Mr. Sanji Muto, member of the House of Repre

sentatives.
Mr. Seize Murata.
Mr. Kakichi Uchida, member of the House of Peers.
Mr. Kyusuke Ueda, of the Osaka Mainichi.
Dr. Jin-ichi Yano.
Mr. Norinobu Matsuuchi, executive director of the 

Tokyo Nichi Nichi.
Baron Yoshiro Fujimura, member of the House of 

Peers.
Baron Mitsunojo Funakoshi, member of the House 

of Peers.
Mr. Motonosuke Fukumoto.
Mr. Fusajiro Abe.
Mr. Matazo Kita.
Mr. Motosuke Kido, executive director of the Osaka 

Mainichi.
Mr. Ryuhei Shiraiwa, of the Toa Dobun Shoin.
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Mr. Torao Namura.
Mr. Otokichi Kuroda.
Mr. Kichizo Fukuda.
Mr. Zenro Sato.
Mr. Motosaburo Takata.
Mr. Ai-ichi Nishinoiri.
Mr. Asajiro Mitsumata.
Mr. Hidesuke Hano.
Mr. Kenjiro Segawa.
Mr. Yukio Sawamura. (Shanghai) 
Mr. Seiichi Ishimura. (Dairen)
Mr. Kokugyo Nagaoka. (Peiping) 
Mr. Joroku Yoshioka. (Nanking) 
Mr. Isao Miike. (Mukden)
Mr. Eisei Kobayashi. (Harbin)
Mr. Shu Ashikaga. (Hankow)
Mr. Yukio Tokutomi. (Hongkong) 
Mr. Hideo Baba.

Chief Secretaries: —
Mr. Katsuji Inahara, editorial adviser of the Tokyo 

Nichi Nichi.
Mr. Kanji Maruyama, of the Osaka Mainichi. 

Members of the Council:—
Dr. Inazo Nitobe.
Mr. Yosaburo Takekoshi.
Mr. Mitsushi Kono.
Mr. Shunzaburo Komura.
Mr. Katsuji Fuse.
Mr. Shobi Shimoda.
Mr. Komei Nishimura.
Mr. Kiyokaze Hirakawa.
Mr. Shinnosuke Abe.
Mr. Kan Sugiyama.
Dr. Makoto Nishimura.
Mr. Junji Yamada.
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Osaka, March 30, 1930
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